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New Design of Corliss Engine. 

The accompanying engravings represent 
two views of an improved style of Corliss 
engine, as now built by Wm. Munzer, 509 

and 515 First avenue, New York. 
The bed plate is novel in design, 
compact, and of a form unsur- 
passed for strength. 

Unlike the proportions of most 
stationary engines, this one has 

the greatest amount of metal at 
the crank end of the bed. The 
base, resting upon the founda- 
tion, is very broad, and forms a 
support which offers a firm resist- 
ance to all twisting strains. The 
cylinder end of bed is designed 
so that the strains between the 
cylinder and shaft are equally 
distributed, both in the vertical 
and horizontal planes. The por- 
tion of bed to which the guides 
are attached is semi-circular in 
section, the side opposite the main 
bearing being continued in a di- 
rect line, coinciding with the strain 
to the extreme crank end of bed. 
The guide bars are of the style 
commonly known as the locomo- 
tive guide. 

The lower bars rest upon lugs, 
cast upon the bed, the upper bars 
being supported by blocks placed 
between. Both upper and lowe 
bars can be quickly removed 
for repairs, or adjustment, when 
necessary, 

The bars are of the trussed form, 
and are finished on their edges as 
well as their faces. The cross 

head is very large, having a long 
and wide bearing upon the bars. 
The pin is of the best hammered 
steel, having a planed fit in the 
cross head, and held in place bya 
large central steel pin. 

By slipping out the central pin, 
the main pin may be removed for 
re-turning, 
The crank end of. the connecting 

rod is forged solid, andis provided 
With an improved adjustable 
wedge block, for taking up the wear. 

The cross head end having a strap, the 
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ping the eccentric back upon the shaft. 
The governor is of a design, 
practice, is very sensitive, being prevented 
from too sudden changes by the application -class work. 

The power is of an oil cylinder and piston. 
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surfaces are large, 
which, in 
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Back VIEW OF MUNZER’S CORLISS ENGINE. 
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calculated for durability ; 
taken to supply the customer with first- 

The engine, from which the 
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accompanying engravings were 

Front View OF MUNZER’S Coriiss ENGINE. 

taken from the governor by 

wear at both ends may be taken up in the sible. 
same direction, 

clearance of piston. 
The valve gear is the 

regular Corliss pattern, 
though in detail has been 
constructed for a high rate 
of speed. 

The steam and exhaust 
ports, being proportioned 
for 600 feet piston travel 
per minute, insure a high 
initial pressure of steam 
compared with boiler press- 
ure, and no back pressure 
ut the exhaust. By using 
the dise crank, it isa very 
easy matter to remove the 
brasses from the main pil- 
low block, as the weight 
may be taken off by driy- 
ing wooden wedges under 

the edge of dise and slip- 

thus keeping the rod al- 
Ways the same length, also equalizing the moving parts are of steel, 

All rods, bolts and pins attached to the 

reamed to standard gauges. 
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table Mechanic Association. 

recent issue we called attention to 
new building in course of erection in 

Boston by the Massachusetts 
Charitable Mechanic Association, 
in which to hold their annual in- 
dustrial exhibitions. This week, 
we present a view of the building 
aus it will look when completed, 
also (on the second page) a 
ground floor plan. The building 
is erecting on Huntington avenue, 
corner of West Newton street, 
and will be completed 
season for holding their four- 
teenth exhibition, from the Ist of 
September to the 81st of October 
next. The whole edifice includes 
one grand hall, three exhibition 
rooms, an art gallery, administra 

refectory and 
other convenient rooms for the 

in ample 

tion apartments, 

transaction of association busi 
ness. The whole structure has a 
frontage of 598 feet on Hunting 
ton avenue, and about 317 feet on 
West Newton and Gloucester 
streets. Red brick, laid in dark 
mortar, form the walls, which are 
capped with slated roofs. Walls 
are very thick (from two to five 
feet), and the style of architecture 
will be ‘* Renaissance,”’ with some 
variations. The administration 
structure at the easterly end con- 
tains the grand entrance and 

staircase halls in an octagonal 
tower 90 feet high, which forms a 
conspicuous feature. This part 
of the building has a 15 foot base 
ment, and three stories above it. 
In the third story is the associa- 
tion hall, which will be fitted up 
for private theatricals, balls, lec- 
tures, concerts and the like. It 
is reached by an elevator, and has 
toilet rooms and committee rooms 

connected with it. 
Passing through the octagonal 

hall and corridor (18 feet wide), 

in which are located turnstiles, as 
14'’x30’, and, as will be seen, is furnished at the Centennial, the main exhibition hall 

with the Siebert lubricator. 70 feet, with a 

15 feet high, which is well 

15 feet. Two elevators will run 
from the ground floor to 
the second floor, and there 
are several broad flights 
of steps. The art gallery, 
on the second floor, is 
50x90 feet, with a height 
of 24 feet. Adjoining 
this room is another, 
45x72 feet, and 19 feet 
high, with top lights, for 
the display of 
graphs. Six studios, aver- 
aging 22x30 feet, line the 
northern wall, having 
both side and skylights. 
After the next exhibition, 
these will be leased to art- 
ists. A chimney, 11 feet 
square, and 110 feet high, 
is so constructed that the 
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of good quality and wel] 
worked, they will hold q 
ve fine edge. 

| rucible steel is made 
by melting in a crucible. 
either Blister steel 0; 
Blister steel and wrought 
iron; or wrought iron 
and charcoal; or wroucht 
iron and scrap steel: or 
in short, a great Variety 
of mixtures, which depeng 
on the quality of stee] to 

LXH'IGITION PLAN OF BUILDINGS or ene 

be produced. 
Crucible steel can be 

applied to any purpose for 
| which steel is used. Gep. 
| erally, it is better than any 

other steel—that is to say, 
Crucible steel made py MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION 

HUNTINGTON AVE. AND WLST NEWTON : 
Boston Mass. 

we G 

oT melting Blister steel, and 
tempered to suit by mix. 
ing iron of the same grade 
in the crucible, is always 
better than German, or 
Shear steel made from the 
same blister. 

Bessemer steel is made 
by blowing air through 
melted cast iron, thus 
burning silicon and carbon 
out of thecastiron. After 
the silicon and carbon are 

PACSTON, ARCH TOOT 

waste heat from the boilers will assist ven- 
tilation at various points. There will be 
four boilers, and solid granite foundations 
will be provided for engines that furnish 
the power, and for those that will be en- 
tered for competitive trials. It seems that 
the association is determined that their en- 
gine tests shall not fail by reason of poor 
foundations, 
The ‘‘Grand Hall” is reached from the 

exhibition hall, through 27 wide doorways. 
It is also reached by a broad granite stair- 
way from Huntington avenue. The audi- 
ence room is 140 x 190 feet, besides the stage 
recess, 84x 30 feet. 
rounded on three sides with two gulleries, 
the lower one sloping, and the other level. 
When exhibitions are notin progress, this 
hall is intended to be used for concerts, 
opera, military drills, festivals, or for any 
like purpose. In the rear of the great hall 
are about 20 chorus dressing, toilet and 
other rooms, some of them 80 feet square. 
There is also a basement hall, about 55 x 80 
feet, and 20 feet high, for rehearsals, when 
in use for exhibition purposes. The cistern 
under the great hall has about 10,000 gal- 
lons capacity, and will contain water for 
the fountains, cataracts, ete. It will be 
supplied mainly from rainfall on the two 
acres of roof. 

The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic 
Association was organized March 15th, 
1795. Its formation was brought about by | 
the trouble the master mechanics of Boston 
had with apprentices to the several crafts. 
Besides protection to its members, benefi- 
cence was one of its chief objects. During 
the last 21 years, $72,500 has been disbursed 
for sick and disabled associates; $22,800 to 
families of deceased members, and $22,900 
for the support of schools, libraries, lec- 
tures and technical education. 

profit. 

with better results than ever before. 
The exhibition, which opens the first of 

next September, will doubtless be much 
greater in its scope and beneficial effects 
than any of its predecessors. 
cilities are provided for placing heavy ma- 
chinery and goods quickly and inexpen- 
sively. The machinery department, which 
really is the most interesting portion of an 
industrial exhibition, not only to mechanics, 
but to the people of other avocations, will 
be extra large and well planned, both as to 
motive power, light and convenience. Spe- 
cial regard will be had for the grouping 
of mechanical exhibits, so as to be in- 
spected in the most satisfactory manner. 
Medals of gold, silver and bronze, also 
diplomas, will be awarded to successful | 

} competitors. The railroads terminating in 
Boston have agreed to transport, at regu- 
lar rates, at the risk of the owner both 
ways, articles of merchandise, machinery, 

The grand hall is sur- 

The best fa- | 

|ete., intended for the exbibition, and, upon 
‘receiving satisfactory evidence that the 
|same have actually been on exhibition, and 

| . This definition still applies, but in addi- 
| tion, the term cast-steel applies to all of the 
| products of the Crucible, the Bessemer Con- 
|verter, and the Open Hearth furnace, 

‘the ownership unchanged, will refund all! whether such products are too low in car- 
freight charges”upon such goods. Contri- 
butions may be sent on and after the 15th 
‘day of August next. George B. Hanover, 
Mechanics’ Building, 40 Bedford St., Bos- 
ton, will receive and enter applications for 
space. No charge is made for entries or 
space occupied. Charles W. Slack is chair- 
man of the executive committee, and will 
send a copy of the exhibition prospectus 
to any one interested. 

Different Varieties of Steel. 

| The following correct definitions of the 
| different varieties of steel by William Met- 
calf of the Crescent Steel Works, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., are published in a circular by the Dex- 

|ter Spring Co., of Hulton, Pa. 
| Originally the word steel was applied 
| only to iron which contained such quantities 
| of carbon as would cause hardening when 
| the red-hot iron was cooled suddenly. 

Thirteen | 
exhibitions have been held, all producing a | 

The new building will enable the | 
association to carry on its excellent work | 

| 
} 
} 

PULLMAN’S IMPROV 

/bon to harden, or ‘not. The steels that are 
| not cast steel, are known in the market as 
Blister steel, German steel, Shear steel and 

| Double Shear steel. 
Blister steel is made by heating bars of 

wrought iron, bedded in charcoal, in hermet- 
ically sealed chambers. The carbon of the 

| charcoal penetrates the hot iron, converting 
it into a crystalline mass of crude steel; 
large blisters rise on the surfaces of the 
bars, giving the name Blister steel to this 

| product. 

ED CAR REPLACER. 

German steel is Blister steel rolled down 
,into bars. It is used mainly for tires and 
common springs, and is being rapidly su- 
perseded by the cheaper grades of cast steel. 

Shear steel is made by taking a high heat 
on Blister steel and hammering it thorough- 
ly. Double Shear steel is made by cutting 
up Shear steel, piling it, heating it and 
then hammering again. The best Shear 
steel must be made from the best wrought 
iron, The Shear steels are very useful on 
account of their toughness, and the ease with 

' which they can be welded to iron, and when 

See" 
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Equiniprium CHucK, 

'all is melted. 

' che table. 

| burned out, melted Spie- 
) | geleisen, or Ferro-manga- 

_ nese, is added to the 
charge. The carbon in 
the Spiegel recarbonizes 

the steel to the desired point, and the man- 
ganese unites with and removes the oxygen 
which the air used leaves in the steel. 

Open Hearth steel is made by melting, in 
a very hot furnace, a charge of pig iron; to 
this melted iron, which iscalled the ‘‘ bath,” 
is added either wrought iron or scrap steel, 
or iron ore, and the whole is kept hot until 

The wrought iron, or scrap, 
or ore, reduce the carbon and silicon in the 
bath to such proportions as are desired in 
the steel. 

Bessemer and Open Hearth steel are much 
alike in quality. They are used mainly for 
rails, boiler plates, ship plates, bridge and 
other structural purposes, and machinery. 
The better qualities are also used largely for 
springs. The best spring steel, like the best 
tool steel, is simply that which is made from 
the best material. Quality of material, 
chemically speaking, being equal, the best 
spring steel is that which is made from cru- 
cible cast steel, as the crucible process is 
less crude than either of the others. 

——_-—— ae —_—— 

Pullman’s Improved Car Replacer. 

Many devices have been tried for the pur 
pose of replacing cars upon the track, and 
frequently great damage has been done to 
the track and body of a car, because of the 
carelessness of men or the inefficiency of 
the apparatus used to replace the derailed 
sar. One of the most successful pieces of 
apparatus that has come to our notice is 
shown by the engraving presented here 
with. 
These replacers are made of the best cast 

steel, and are equally well adapted for re 
placing locomotives, tenders and cars. 
They are easily applied to the rail, being 

taken apart by simply removing two keys 
held by small chains, as shown. 
They are made as light as is consistent 

with the required strength, in order for ex- 
peditious handling. 
They are calculated to accomplish the de- 

sired object with as little strain to the cal 
or engine as possible. These advantages 
will readily suggest themselves to railway 
men. 
The Pullman replacers are made and fur- 

nished by James Beggs & Co., sole manu- 
facturers, 8 Dey St., New York. 

tall esicitigies 

Equilibrium Chuck. 

By F. G. Woopwarp. 

The chuck shown in the cut herewith 1s 
to be used upon the upright drill table for 
holding articles which require a nice cen- 
tral hole such as blanks for gears, small 
wheels, pulleys, etc. It is not designed 
to supersede the universal chuck and lathe, 
but as an auxiliary to extend the utility of 
the upright drilling machine. 

It consists of two light rings A and B, 
each having two opposite prongs. The 
ring A, rests. upon the drill table (C, its 
prongs resting against two studs D, set in 

The upper ring B, has three set 
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screws for holding the articles to be reamed, 
its prongs resting against two studs Z, set in 
the lower ring at right angles to thestuds D, 
in the table. One of the set screws may be 
provided with a cam and handle, as shown, 
to facilitate the changing of the articles to 
be reamed. There may be two or three sizes 
of the top ring to accommodate various 
sizes of work, the same set screws serving | 
for each size, of course. 

It is essential that the articles to be reamed 
should be accurately centered either by the 
moulder, by careful coreing, or by the ma- 
chinist, by careful laying out and drilling. 
The set screws must be so adjusted that the 
article to be reamed shall be held nearly 
central in the top ring, so that the ring shall 
be free to adjust itself as indicated by the 
arrows. 

It will be seen that this device is thor- 
oughly self-adjusting and self-balanced, and 
relieves the spindle and tool from all side 
strain. 

\stability. The cross-head guides are cast in 
|one piece with the cylinder. Boring of the 
cylinder and guides is performed at one set- 
iting, thus insuring perfect alignment. The 
| piston and its rod are entered from the under 
‘side. The flat slide valve is balanced and 
| operated by an eccentric of variable throw, 
| which is controlled by a governor revolving 
with the crank shaft. When it is necessary 
to run the engine in either direction, ahead 
or back, a simple arrangement is applied for 
moving a single eccentric across the shaft, 
and is operated by a lever. Engines having 
substantially the same improved feature in 
construction can be made horizontal, and 
are peculiarly adapted for the compound | 
cylinder principle of construction. This 
engine is submitted to the attention of those 

| who are engaged, or about to engage, in the 
manufacture of steam engines, by the in- 
ventor, John Fish, 10 Pine Street, New York. 

——_—_ - > —____— 

| Preserving Mechanical Memoranda. 
Before using this chuck, the drilling ma- | 

chine should be tested to see whether the | 

This | table sets squarely with the spindle. 
may be done by fixing a finger to the end of 

By A. DENNETT. 

It is the natural desire of every ambitious 
the spindle long enough to sweep around | young mechanic, just entering on the study 
near the margin of thetable. If the finger| and practice of his business, to make a col- 
maintains the same distance from the sur-| lection of notes or memoranda of useful 
face of the table at all points of its‘revolu-| facts and data, which come to his notice 
tion, the machine is correct. This 
device is not entirely new, yet it 
may be new to some. 

Those who have an {upright 
drill standing idle, while their 
lathes are busy, may use such 
a tool to great advantage. 

———_+4>e____ 

Fish’s Improved Vertical 

Engine. 

The connecting rod upon a 
steam engine of about three 
times the length of the piston 
stroke has been found to give 
better results, causing less wear 
and tear to an engine, besides 
producing an easier motion than 
when it is made shorter. The 
action of the steam in the cylin- 
deris also more uniform for the 
back and forward stroke. 

The vertical engine herewith 
illustrated shows this feature of 
a connecting rod, seven times 
the length of the crank, in anew, 
simple and eminently practical 
shape. It will be noticed that 
the connecting rod is formed of 
two straight bars, attached 
rigidly at one end to the cross- 
head pin, forming a single jour- 
nal, while, at the opposite ends, 
they are attached to a single 
crank-pin box working upon a 
single crank pin. This pin can 
either be forged on double 
throws or cheeks, or may be 

shrunk into cast discs, as is 
usually done where.a short crank 
pin is used. The box is chambered out 
in the center, so as to give any desired 

Instead of using a bound blank book for 
the notes, a number of detached leaves or 
cards, are used. 

These cards must be of convenient uni- 
form size, and can be of ordinary writing 
paper (or light card-board if preferred) ar- 
ranged in a suitable box. 
Any number of cards may be provided at 

the start, say 500 or 1,000, and others ob- 
tained when these are used up, and a larger 
box substituted if necessary. 

The cards, placed in the box fitted to re- 
‘ceive them, end up, are then divided into 

t 
f 
} 
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SECTION OF Rop CONNECTION. 

Fisn’s IMPROVED VERTICAL ENGINE. 

through the various sources of reading 
| practical experience, or verbal advice of 

amount of bearing to the pin; this chamber, | those further advanced in the trade. 
at the same time, forms a receptacle for the 
oil. In this method of constructing the 
connecting rod (although it is formed of 
two rods) it virtually acts as a single rod, as 
there is only one journal for each, and 
when lost motion is taken up, it is precisely 
as in a single rod. 
this design is that the shaft with the crank 
discs can be brought close to the cylinder, | 
the distance between the throws or discs 
being such that access can be had to the 

Another advantage of | 

The problem is to begin such a collection 
in a systematic manner, which will admit of 
unlimited additions, and still be orderly, 
and indexed so that reference may be had 
to any subject as may be desired. Generally 
such notes are begun in a blank book, which 
eventually proves too small, and the notes 
at first inserted in alphabetical order, are 
finally crowded in anywhere where there is 

| room without regard to system, so that it is 
only the owner’s entire familiarity with the 

piston, and it may be withdrawn from the| book that enables him to find any particu- 
cylinder between the discs without disturb- 
ing the shafts. The advantages of this mode 
of constructing the connecting rod, over 
some other methods heretofore adopted in 
this type of engine, is that the lower cross 
bar, with its attached butt end, is dispensed 
with, thus reducing the cost of the rod one- 
half, and shortening the distance between 
the end of the cylinder and the center of the 
shaft more than the length of the stroke. 
This procedure also reduces the strain upon 
the rod, and addipg considerably to its 

lar memorandum he may desire to consult, 
while a stranger to the volume, is quite at 
sea in his researches, and thus the work be- 
comes of little value to posterity unless en- 
tirely re-written or indexed. 

To those who make a practice of keeping 
useful memoranda (and all progressive me- 
chanics and engineers should do so), I de- 
sire to submit a method which was first sug- 
gested by the system adopted for catalogue- 
ing some of the large public libraries. 

The proposed method is as follows: 

twenty-six divisions, corresponding to the | 
letters of the alphabet, by means of colored 
cards projecting a little above the others, 
and marked with the letters in alphabetical 
order, classifying the notes. 

Each note or memorandum, as made, can 
then be slipped into its proper place in the 
box, and should bave its title plainly 
marked near its upper edge, so that the sev 
eral titles can all be read by turning the 
leaves back as you would a file of bills or 
letters. 

Some of these blank cards can be carried 
on the person, in a pocket book, and the 
notes made thereon transferred to the box ; 
for the box itself, on account of its size and 
shape, is not handily portable. 

The advantage of thissystem of preserv- 
ing notes will be three-fold: First, the notes 
are always self-indexing; each memo- 
randum can be inserted in its proper 
place, as made, without at all disturbing 
or disarranging the others. Second, the 
notes are capable of unlimited 
more 
box 
tity 

growth ; 
can be provided, and the 

enlarged as the 
of matter demands; and the 

cards 
increasing quan 

SYS- 
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tem, faithfully kept up through a lifetime 
of experience, would not fail to form a 
valuable cyclopedia of knowledge of any 
branch of the mechanical 
Third, any momorandum becoming obso- 
lete or found to be incorrect, may be re- 

profession. 

moved from the collection without marring 
the work. Temporary memorandums may 
thus be filed, and when they have served 
their purpose, taken out and thrown away. 

Any article found in print, too lengthy to 
be copied on the cards, may be merely re- 
ferred to by putting its title and the book or 
paper in which it is found, on a card of the 
collection, and the said book or paper kept 
in library, or on file, convenient for refer- 
ence. 

Thus the arrangement becomes a general 
index and catalogue to the library as well 
as a repository for unpublished information 
obtained verbally or practically. 

The cards can be made of any size to suit 
the taste. It will be most 
have them narrow enough to go in an ordi- 
nary pocket-book, say 314” wide by 6” long. 

this collect- 
ing and preservation particularly for the 
benefit of those about starting in mechani- 
cal pursuits, believing in the importance of 

convenient to 

sre 

I suggest method of note 

beginning anything of this kind ona basis 
that will admit of unlimited enlargement, 

without thatinevitable confusion 
that the ordinary note-book re- 
sults in after a few years’ use. 

———-__ > 

Shipbuilding Improvements 

on the Clyde. 

According to Hngineering, an 
improvement in ship construc- 
tion which is coming into use 
on the Clyde is that of edge-to- 
edge plating, with butt straps, 

filling pieces. That 
mode of plating was originally 
instead of 

suggested by the late James R. 
Napier, but it is only now that 
itis being appreciated according 

to its merits. 
Amongst the most striking 

noveltiesat present being worked 
out, are three vessels forming 
the pioneers of a new fleet of 
cargo-carrying steamers to sail 

New 
of which is in 

between and 

York, the first 
process of construction — by 

Dobie & Co, 
twin-screw 

Liverpool 

Messrs, These 
vessels are to be 
steamers of great size, having 
a carrying capacity of 5,000tons 
of dead weight on a much less 
draught than has hitherto been 
the practice. These vessels are 

to be constructed wholly of steel, 
as also their boilers—two sets of 
five each—and the cranks and 
most of the shafts and other 
partsof the engines, The boilers 
in this case are somewhat of the 
locomotive type, and are to have 

a working pressure of 125 lbs. per square 
inch; indeed, those which are intended for 
the first steamer of the fleet have already 
been proved up to 250 Ibs. per square inch, 
The engines are of the ‘‘ steeple” type, the 
original form of which was designed some- 
where about fifty years ago by David Na- 
pier. It is confidently anticipated that very 
high results will be obtained by these en 
vines and boilers, as also by the vessels in 
which they are to be fitted. 

Mild steel is now being most extensively 
used in the construction of boilers, and not 
only are the shells being made of that ma 
terial, but some engineering firms are like- 
wise employing it for the furnaces; while 
two or three firms are even using steel in 
the form of corrugated flues, and it is ex 
pected that this adaptation will soon be- 
come general, Out of 88 boilers, which 
Messrs. J. & G. Thomson are making for 
the Cunard steamers, no fewer than 29 are 
being made of steel; and Messrs. Howden 
& Co. have about 40 boilers in hand, all 
building or to be built of steel. One emi 
nent firm asserts that in steam boilers made 
by them, and under their occasional inspec- 
tion, there is an entire absence of any ap 
pearance of corrosion, which would have 
been certain to have shown in iron boilers 
used during the same period under similar 
circumstances. 



Turbines on Horizontal Shafts. 

Water wheels of various forms have been 
used on horizontal shafts as well as on ver- 
tical ones for some time; but herewith we 
illustrate a new form of mounting for the 
Risdon turbine, constructed in a particularly 
strong and durable manner on horizontal | 
shafts. The smaller cut represents a sin- | 
gle wheel mounted horizontally, and the | 
larger cut represents a wheel on each side of 
a box, both discharging into one tube. 

The wheels here represented are mounted 
on iron boxes and with iron discharge tubes 
—the whole within a wooden penstock. 

The mode of construction may vary to 
suit local conditions, or ideas of users. 
They can be mounted all in iron, or all in 
wood, or the two combined as represented. 
It is not claimed by the builders that 
mounting turbine wheels in this manner is 
calculated to give more power out of the 
same consumption of water, than would be 
obtained by mounting the wheels on a ver- 
tical shaft; but the claim is, that in many 
situations it affords many advantages. 

By using a horizontal shaft and placing 
the water wheel shaft some distance above 
tail water, the whole effect due to the head 
can be obtained by using an air-tight tube 
for a discharge tube, the lower end of which 
is immersed in the standing tail water. This 
discharge tube is familiarly known as a 
draught tube, the use of whichis well known 
and the value well understood. 

This mode of setting the wheel then ad- 
mits of placing a pulley directly on the 
water-wheel shaft and communicating mo- 
tion directly to the line shaft by means of a 
leather belt. This, then, saves the first 
cost as well as the maintenance of gear 
wheels, avoids all the jar and noise that 
gearing occesions, dispenses with the loss of 
power caused by using gears, and does not 
require so strong anarrangement of shafts, 
bearings and foundations as would be nec- 
essary when using gears. The bearings are 
all on horizontal shafts, and every one using 
turbines and machinery will well understand 
how much easier it is to keep an ordinary 
shafting box in position and good condition, 
than it is to keep the wooden foot of a tur- 
bine in order, when it supports a turbine 
running on a vertical shaft. 

It is a well-known fact that no turbine 
will give the same percentage of the power 
of the water consumed when discharging 
half of the water of its full capacity, that it 
will when discharging its full capacity. 
This is familiarly known as “loss of per- 
centage at part gate.” 

This loss of percentage is greatly avoided 
by using two or more of these turbines on 
one shaft, or to communicate motion to one 
shaft. 

Then, as the volume of the stream dimin- 
ishes or the resistance to be overcome 
varies, a gate on one wheel can be partly or 
wholly closed, so as to use what water is to 
be used at full gate or nearly so, thereby 
getting the most power out of it. 

The gates of these turbines work easily, 
and it is much easier to make this variation 
by moving a gate and letting a wheel run 
idle on the shaft, than it is to resort to the 
usual mode of shifting heavy clutches or 
throwing wheels out of gear, when it is nec- 
essary to reduce the power or consumption 
of water to any great degree. 
By means of suitable man-holes the whole 

of this apparatus can be examined at any 
time, conveniently. Itis easily keptin order 
and efficient in operation. 

These wheels are made by T. H. Risdon 
& Co., Mount Holly, New Jersey. 

oe 

A stock company with about $200,000 
capital is talked of at Windsor, Ont., to 
engage in the manufacture of agricultural 
implements. It is said that at least $150,000 
worth of agricultural implements have been 
sold in Nova Scotia in one year. 

Se ene 

The total amount of ,time lost by the 
Lewiston, Me., factories, by short water last 
fall amounted in money value to $45,000 in 
wages, out of a total annual disbursement 
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Compromising in the Machine Business. 

By F. F. HEMENWAY. 

A machinist who honestly plies his voca- 
tion knows more about compromising than 
our political fathers knew thirty years ago. 
It took considerable compromising to run 
the government machinery about that time, 
but it takes more to run 
an ordinary machine 
shop to-day. This com- 
promising spirit in the 
machine business don’t 
begin anywhere in par- 
ticular, ard it don’t leave 
off anywhere in general. 
It isa sort of ubiquitous, 
all-pervading sentiment, 
cropping out in the man- 
agement, fastening itself 
on the draughtsman, get- 
ting a big hold of the 
foreman and the pattern 
maker, and there is 
enough of it left to go 
around with every jour- 
neyman, and it hasn’t 
petered out when it 
reaches the last appren- 
tice. Ifthereisa foundry 
connected with the es- 
tablishment it gets a big 
grip there, and it has the 
free run of every boiler 
shopin the country. It 
isn’t avice. It isn’t a disease. You can’t 
fortify against it, or quarantine it, or stamp | 
it out, or do anything with it but humor it. 
It isn’t a negative luxury; it is a positive 
necessity, and like any other necessity knows 
no law. There isn’t a single product of an 
establishment in the country that don’t bear 
its imprint—at least if there is, it is so poor 
in quality that there isn’t further room for 
acompromise. If I built steam engines, or 
machine tools, or mining machinery; or, 
if I made shafting with couplings shrunk 
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on, or screwed on, or pressed on, or pounded 
on, or clamped on, or pinned on; or if I 
welded it up with solid lengths of 700 feet; 
or, if I manufactured steam-engine indica- 
tors, or steam gauges, or coffee mills, or 
apple peelers; or if I didn’t make or build 
or manufacture any of these, but something 
else, I wouldn't advertise my product as per- 
fect. I wouldn’t advertise it as the best I 
knew how to make, or build, or manufac- 
ture, because some country blacksmith would 
get hold of it some day and demonstrate 
that there were too many things I didn’t 

of two and a half millions. know. On the contrary I should consider 
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the propriety of advertising my particular 
product as a compromise. 

If I wanted to buy any of these products 
I would rather not buy from a party who 
advertised perfection. [should always think 
he compromised with his conscience. I 
don’t believe a first-class machinist ever built 

cylindrical. 
cause they run easier and cooler. 
good investment for the party who builds 
the engine, and it is a good investment for 
the party who buys it. 

[Aprit 2, 188] 

It pays to so grind them, be- 
It is a 

You can’t compromise much with such a 

a first-class steam engine, who wouldn't like 
to build the next one differently :—that is 

SINGLE TURBINE 

DouBLE TURBINE ON HORIZONTAL SHAFT, 

better. I believe all the same that a good 
many steam engines are built quite as well 
as the best interests of all parties demand. 
I don’t believe a poor machinist ever built a 
miserable old clap-trap engine, that he 
wouldn't like to build the next one differ- 
ently :—that is, poorer. One manufacturer 
strikes a balance between an ordinary fair 
product: not so good as he likes to manu- 
facture, nor so good as it 1s to the interest of 
the user to buy, and something so fine and 
refined that no man can afford to buy; and 

the result is a happy 
man. He crowds 
the world along to- 
wards using some- 
thing better this 
year than it did last 
year; and next year 
he will crowd it 
along towards using 
something better 
than it does this 
year. He don’t do 
what he would like 
to do by any means, 
but he likes to do 
what he is doing all 
thesame. He makes 
the best compro- 
mise he can_ be- 
tween his own 
ideal,and something 
not so good, and he 
lets himself down a 
little and he pulls 
others up more. 
Another manufac- 
turer gets as much 
below the ordinary 
fair standard as he 
can, and he gets 
pulled up a little, 
and he pulls others 
down more. The 
pulling up don’t do 
him any good be- 
cause he don’t stay 

up—he is held up. 
The pulling down does others harm, be- 

cause they stay down till some one lifts 
them up. His products are poor this year, 
and he will look to it that they are poorer 
next year. He don't do what he wants to 
do, and he don’t want to do what he does 
do. You can’t make a thing too perfect in 
the machine business. There isn’t such a 
thing as too good, but there is “such a thing 
as good enough. 
There exists, in a certain sense, a necessi- 

ty for grinding the journals of a high-speed 

job. They are not good enough unless they 
are so finished, and they are not too good 
when so finished. There is not a journal 
of any kind that wouldn’t be better for 
being ground, but the individual who fin- 
ishes the stern journal of a propeller shaft 
to the same degree of accuracy that he does 
the journals of a crank shaft making 800 

revolutions, don’t understand compromising. 
He won’t get it too good, but it will be good 
enough without grinding. 

I received instruction in grinding cylin- 
drical surfaces with an emery wheel twenty 
five years ago, and I received it from a vet- 
eran. The grinding process wasn’t for the 
purpose of making extraordinarily accurate 
work. It was for the purpose of doing a 
job well enough, and doing it quickly. The 
cylindrical parts of the castings were about 
three feet long and nine inches diameter, 
and from the general formation of the cast- 
ings they would spring unequally while 
being turned. After a roughing cut, an 
emery wheel, mounted on the slide rest, 
would bring four to a fair condition in the 
same time that one could be done with a 
tool. 
A fair job was all that was really required, 

but the appliances for better work were 
there, and there was always a temptation to 
usethem. It wouldn’t be true to.say they 
wouldn’t have been better for being done 
finer; but there was on the one hand a ma- 
chine to be constructed to sell at a reason- 
able price, and on the other the production 
of a machine that would be good enough 
for all practical purposes. 

To finish with a tool cost too much. To 
grind finely cost too much. To grind mod- 
erately compromised the matter. It made 
a fair job that could be sold at a fair price, 
and it would fairly answer all requirements. 
* * * T’ve had a pleasant interruption to 
this compromising business in the way of a 
callfrom Joe S. We were shopmates and 
particular friends, Joe and I, away back, 
and by the operation of some unknown law 
drifted apart, and only came together again 
after twenty years. Joe was a first-class 
machinist, but he was conservative, com- 
paratively. He didn’t, a workman, 
hanker after new ways and strange devices. 
Joe sheered off into Connecticut, and start- 
ed a jobbing shop in a small way, and, as he 
puts it, has kept at it in a small way ever 

since. 
Of course, he must be lionized in some 

way; so we called on the mayors of the ma- 
chine shops, and the aldermen of engine 
rooms—not the men in broadcloth, but the 
men in over-alls. I wanted to satisfy Joe 
that we appreciated nice work, so I took 
him to see a horizontal, high-pressure en- 
gine, imported from another State-—-ground 
journals and the highest kind of high finish 
from end toend. I anticipated captivating 
Joe by the finish, but some how he didn’t 
captivate. He looked at the finish in an un- 
interested kind of way, and he looked at a 
sort of declaration of an intention to stop 
on the centers in an interested way. Fi- 
nally, I asked Joe what he thought of it, 
and he unbosomed himself thus: ‘‘ The ex- 
tra finish,” says Joe, ‘‘ on that engine would 
pay for two tons additional weight of fly 
wheel; for the extra metal and labor on a 
crank shaft one inch larger, and for one- 
third more crank pin. The heavy fly wheel 
would get by the centers without giving no- 
tice to stop, and the larger shaft and pin 
would reduce the water tax.” 
There was no denying a lack of fly wheel 

and the occasional utility of the water tap, 
which was conveniently located; but, I 
didn’t propose to give up the finish, so I 
brought Joe back to that point, and he put 
himself on record: ‘‘ All work that is put 
on the product of the machine shop should 
be for an evident purpose; and, wherever 
there is a lack of that purpose, it don’t look 
well. On the contrary, it looks bad. If I,” 
continued Joe, ‘‘ were {building instead 

as 

steam engine to a condition approximately 
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of repairing steam engines, I would polish 
the cylinder heads and steam chest cover; 
and I would do it well, because a highly fin- 
ished surface is a poor radiator, and because 
what is worth doing is worth doing well. 
They would look better polished, because 
people understand the purpose is to save 
heat. I would polish the connecting rod, 
brasses, etc., because they get greasy and 
have to be wiped so much, that paint gets 
destroyed. I would polish the face of the 
crank after being sure it was in truth with 
the shaft, because it is sometimes a matter 
of considerable importance to have a sur- 
face known to be true with the shaft. Then 
I would substitute material and workman- 
ship for the rest of the finish, and take my 
chances.” 

If Joe had been in that line of thought, 
he would have said the builder put so much 
onin the way of work, he had to compromise 
too much in the way of material, there was 
enough of it altogether, but it wasn’t dis- 
tributed right. I ventured to suggest he 
couldn’t find fault with the ground journals, 
and Joe remarked that he didn’t know how 
to finish a high-toned full-jewelled journal, 
and it probably wouldn’t be of any use to 
him if he did. ‘‘I have,” Joe went on, ‘‘a 
general idea of the process, and I am bound 
to believe it yields good results sometimes, 
but it isn't all there is of a journal. John- 
son, who runs a tool concerna couple of 
miles from my shop, bought a new engine 
last fall; sent out of the State for it. He 
didn’t want an engine that was built; he 
wanted one that was manufactured—every 
piece made to gauge, and warranted to be 
duplicated any time in fifty years. The 
builders—I beg pardon, the manufacturers 
—-sent a man to set it up—erect, they called 
it—and he got it together, and on the 
foundation and stopped for steam. The 
boiler was being built at the corners, and 
Johnson found out they were putting in re- 
rolled tubes and kicked, and it delayed the 
job while they got new ones from the manu 
facturer. (L suggested to Joe that the 
boiler maker was compromising too expen- 
sively on the tube question.) ‘‘ The expert 
said any one could start up, and Johnson 
didn’t want to pay a man five dollars a day 
to loaf around four weeks waiting for a 
boiler. So he accepted the engine and let 
him go home, leaving a book of eighty-four 
pages, explaining what to do when some- 
thing didn’t happen. Ialwaysdo Johnson's 
general machine work when some one don’t 
underbid me; so when he got ready to start, 
I sent down my steam man to connect up 
and help his engineer get to running. They 
were all ready the next morning, and before 
noon Johnson sent his team after me, and 
when I got there I found two disgusted engin- 
eers, and a proprietor with a face as long 
as a two-foot rule. They couldn’t run cool 
without load, and thought it would econo- 
mize in the use of a water to put in a water 
wheel. My man twisted me around and 
gave me the points; said he wanted to take 
down the connecting rod to see how it lined, 
but Johnson wouldn’t let him. He (John- 
son) knew the M. T. T. G. Co. made their 
work correct, and it only required some one 
who knew enough to run a good engine to 
make things all right. I added my own 
persuasion, and they disconnected the rod 
at cross head and found it thrown out 
seven-sixteenths of an inch, but when they 
got the shaft out and to the shop, I saw two 
nearer perfect journals—considered indi- 
vidually—than I know how to make. When 
we put the shaft on the centers—I saw col- 
lectively—two of the worst ones I had ever 
seen. Idon’t know much about the grind- 
ing process, but if they had been finished 
by the ordinary process, I should have 
known the live center run out about a six- 
teenth of an inch, and that the individual 
who presided at the job changed ends to 
finish the journals. We did a fair country 
job, trued up the journals without filing, re- 
bored the crank, and put in a new pin, and 
it went off all right.” 

That is what Joe said; andI moralized: 
Here are two cases of compromising in the 
machine business. The first parties didn’t 
compromise any in the finish of their jour- 
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nals. These were all right; but they com- 
promised too much with truth in other 
ways, and their job wouldn’t go. Joe com- 
promised in the finish of his journals, but 
he didn’t compromise with more essential 
truth, and his job answered reasonable re- 
quirements. ‘‘ Now,” said Joe, ‘‘you ask 
me what I think of this present engine, and 
Ill tell you how it strikes a fellow who 
don’t know anything in particular about 
such things. It has high-toned journals 
fifty per cent. better than I know anything 
about, and it is finished all over fifty per 
cent. better than I could finish such a job; 
but it loses three per cent. of its speed on 
every center, and it occasionally has to be 
run by water, as well as by steam. Three- 
fourths of the finish amounts to a positive 
disfigurement, and—I don’t like it, 
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New Drill Press Work Holder. 

It is frequently a very difficult matter to 

hold round or irregular pieces of work 
upon a drill press, and to accomplish this 
result many devices are resorted to. 
We have frequently watched an individual 
in the act of attaching a crooked piece of 
work to the table of a drill press, in order 
to hold it for drilling. After looking about 
the shop, and collecting a 
lot of miscellaneous bolts 
and clamps, the piece of 
work was finally blocked up 

and insecurely held by tight- 
ening the bolts. 

In one case, which is still 
fresh in our mind, after a 
piece had been attached to 
a drill press, in the manner 
described, the drill was just 
coming through the hole 
when it caught, and wrench- 
ing the piece of work loose, 
-aused it to catch in the vest 
arm-hole of the workman. 
Very fortunately the table 
had not been tightened, so 
that when the workman was swung against 
the table, he pushed it aside, and was spun 
around in a manner that was fearful to be- 
hold. 

Happily a fellow workman saw the acci- 
dent in time to prevent serious injury to 
the individual, but not until he had been 
nearly stripped of his clothing. 
We could mention other instances of this 

kind, but it is unnecessary, A very effect- 
ual remedy has been supplied by the work- 
holder, presented in the annexed engrav- 
ing. It consists of a flat circular plate, 
having a lug at one side for the application 
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of a set screw, while there are four rows of 
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holes, drilled through the plate, for the in- 
sertion of pins, to form a support for the 
work. By this simple and convenient ar- 
rangement, any piece of work, however ir- 
regular in shape, may be easily held for 
drilling. 

Circular pieces also may be held with but 
little trouble. The plate is prevented from 
turning by lugs, which, projecting from the 
under side, fit into slots in the table of the 
drill press, or where there are no slots, pins 
will answer the same purpose. 

This convenient device is made by the 
Stover Manufacturing Company, Freeport, 
Il. 

—— 

New Band-Sawing Machine. 

The band-sawing machine, herewith re- 
presented, has an iron frame 
and a hard wood table, 37x38 
inches surface, and 134 inches 
thick. Theironsaw wheels are 
36 inches in diameter. Both 
top and bottom wheel are so 
arranged as to admit of almost 
instantaneous adjustment, to 
bring the saw into line. The 
back of the saw touches a steel 
plate both above and below 
the table, while in motion, 
and runs through a felt self- 
oiling guide. The wheels are 
covered by a rubber band, 
secured by rubber cement. 
The machine has a swing of 
35 inches between saw and 
arm, and will take stock 15 
inches thick under the 
spindle. The saw is strained 
by adjusting the upper saw 
wheel by means of hand 
wheel and screw. The lower 
part of the column, that sup- 
ports the bearing for the top 

wheel rests upon a_ rubber 
cushion, thus giving an even 
tension at all times. Thetop 
and bottom saw wheels run 
on shafts, instead of studs, 
and have two 3$ inch bear- 
ings. Both saw wheels are 

“i accurately balanced, and 
every part is put together in 
a workmanlike manner. The 

tight and loose pulleys are 12 inches in 
diameter, and 3 inches face. 

This machine is built by the Rollstone 
Machine Company, Fitchburg, Mass. 
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LETTERS FROM PRACTICAL MEN, 

Counterbalancing Engines, 

Editor American Machinist : 
As ‘* Quirk ” has introduced the subject of 
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counterbalancing engines, and occasionally a 
a reader makes the inquiry as to how it is 
done, I send you my way, and hope other of 
your readers will respond with their way of 
doing the same thing. 

In the first place ascertain the weight of 
the rotating parts to be balanced, viz,: the 
crank-end half of connecting rod, including 
strap, gibs, brasses, etc.; crank wrist or pin 
and crank pin, hub or ‘‘boss,.” This I de- 
termine by calculating their volume in cubic 
inches. Next determine the shape of the 
counter-weight to be used and find its cen- 
ter of gravity. This latter can be deter- 
mined by cutting a piece of drawing paper, 

or thin board, to the shape of the outline 
and balancing it on the point of a lead pen- 
cil, needle point of dividers, or anything 
admitting of a delicate balance. In the case 
of a ‘‘plate’’ or disc crank this outline 
would be a segment of which the center of 
gravity can be determined by formula 

= =distance from the center of the circle; 

a representing area of the segment and ¢ the 
chord of segment. The area of the segment 
can be determined by ascertaining the area 
of a circle having a diameter equal to twice 
the longer radius of the segment. From 
this deduct the area of a circle whose diam- 
eter is equal to twice the shorter radius. 
Multiply the resulting remainder by the 
number of degrees formed by the two radii 
of the segment, and divide the product by 
360. The quotient will be the area sought. 

Having obtained these quantities, the next 
step is to multiply the weight to be ba)l- 
anced, given in pounds, by the length of the 
crank, and divide the product by the dis- 
tance of the center of gravity from the cen- 
ter of disc, or crank shaft. The quotient is 
the weight of the counter balance required. 
Now divide this quotient by the decimal 

.2607 (the weight of a cubic inch of cast 
iron). The quotient then obtained is the 
number of cubic inches of metal required. 
Dividing this latter quantity by the area of 
the segment, er outline of counter balance 
will give the proper thickness of this form. 
Then ascertain the weight of the crank 
throw, ¢. ¢., the metal between the hubs of 
the crank shaft and crank pin; locate its 
center of gravity; multiply its distance from 
the center of disc by its weight, and divide 
by the distance of the counterweight’s cen- 
ter of gravity from the same center. The 
result will give the weight of metal re- 
quired to counter-balance the crank throw. 
Ascertain the number of cubic inches and 
divide by area of counter-balance as before, 
and add the quotient to the thickness of 
counterweight. This total will then be the 
size of the counterweight for the rotating 
parts. 

For the reciprocating parts cushion the 
piston by giving the valve from a 382d to a 
quarter of an inch lead, according to size 
and speed of engine. ‘‘ Quirk” must crowd 
his pedestal very close to the center line of 
engine, not to be able to get the proper 
amount of weight in a plate crank of a di- 
ameter barely suited to the stroke of engine. 

I hope we will hear from some of the 
‘‘high-speed”’ engineers. 
Macon, Ga. Rost. D. Kinney. 

Another Method for Making Cores 
and Core Prints, 

Editor American Machinist : 
In my millwright practice I have 

had the management of some foundry 
work, and consequently have read with in- 
terest the several articles in the AMERICAN 
MAaAcHINISsT relating to that branch of busi- 
nese. 

I have in use a method of constructing 
core prints and cores, which is a kind of 
compromise upon the methods mentioned 
by your correspondents. 

I make the core prints in the bottom of 
moulds without taper other than ‘he usual 
draft, and of a depth of 3’ to 1}, in which 
to set cylindrical cores of 2” to 6” diameter 
respectively, and as near the diameter of the 
cores as will allow the cores to follow the 
prints without crushing the sand around the 
edges of the print mould. I then taper 
or point the core for about half or two- 
thirds the depth of the print, to insure its 
proper entrance into the print mould in 
setting, leaving the core to fill the print 
mould the remaining third of its depth. 
The core is also pointed at the top end, 

but to a much greater extent than at the 
bottom, to insure its entrance into the cope 
when closing the mould. 

There is no vent opening in the bottom of 
the core, consequently no melted iron can 
get into the vent at the bottom to cause it to 
*“ blow.” 
The peculiar part of the plan is in the 

management of the core when it enters the 
cope, which is as follows : 

I use w core prints on the top of the pat- 
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terns, but instead what is termed a 
‘‘core sprue,” which consists of a piece 
shaped like an ordinary sprue, turned the 
right diameter to fit the core, and having a 
centering dowel pin on the small end, which 
enters a centering hole in the pattern. 

This core sprue is set on the pattern and 

use 

rammed up in the cope like any other sprue, 
care, being used to keep it vertical when 
ramming. After the cope is lifted, pattern 
drawn, and the core set, the core sprue is 
drawn out of cope, and the cope closed over 
the sprue, which may allow the core to be 
of an indefinite length, if long enough. A 
vent wire is then set in the vent at top of 
core, and the space above top of core fitted 
with ordinary moulding sand, and slightly 
rammed to prevent the core from rising by 
floating, when the melted iron is poured in, 
and the vent wire then withdrawn. 

The advantages of the method are as fol- 
lows : 
The core will fill at both ends, and have 

no ‘fins’? to be chipped off. 
The moulder may be sure, in closing the 

mould, that he has not crushed or broken 
down the cope. 

The top of the core is accurately and cer- 
tainly in the center, or in its required posi- 
tion. 

The core may extend into the cope a con- 
siderable distance, and no special care is 
necessary to make the core an exact length. 

No iron can get into the vent of the core 
at bottom or top, if the cope rises by strain- 
ing. , 

The vent of the core is certain, The core 
sprue may be drawn before the mould is 

opened, or cope taken off, and a rapping 
bar may be used in the sprue hole to rap the 
pattern before lifting the cope. 

I have used this method many years, and 
rarely, if ever, have I known a piece of 
casting to be lost from any trouble with a 
center core. 

I have a regular outfit of all the regular 
sizes of core prints and core sprues to fit the 
core boxes, and all the core sprues have the 
dowel pins of uniform size, and all patterns 
fitted to match. 
The core prints on jobbing patterns 

should all be centered and interchangable in 
like manner. OLIN Scort. 

Bennington, Vt. 

Forethought in Making Patterns. 

Editor American Machinist : 
The letters from practical men to which 

you devote so large aspace in your practical 
journal, will result in bringing about a bet- 
ter understanding between. the different 
branches of the mechanic arts, and prove 
how absolutely dependent we are upon the 
advice, support and co-operation of each 
other. These thoughts present themselves 
to my mind when reading the very excellent 
suggestions contained in the letters of 
‘Sandpaper ” and C. E. Simonds, which 
appeared in your issue of March 5th. 

“Sandpaper” is right. ‘The pattern 
maker, moulder and draughtsman should 
reason together.” Each may thereby learn 
something he did not know before. 

If the knights of the compass and square 
would each consult ‘old sand pounder” 
(the moulder) they might receive a hint that 
had escaped their sight. I would suggest 
that the machinist should also be consulted, 
and the correctness of this suggestion is 
proven by the very brief but pointed letter 
of C. E. Simonds. 

He says, ‘‘ It has always been my practice 
when designing a machine to give a Littl 
thought as to how this piece or that can be 
constructed with the least possible expense.” 
This is correct both in theory and practice, 
the item of time being the prime factor in 
the solution of all mechanical problems, It 
therefore follows that if time can be saved 
by the judicious application of ‘ a little 
thought,” which costs nothing, the least 
possible expense will be the result. There- 
fore if the machinist was consulted, or if 
the designer understood all the details of 
the job, and gave it sufficient forethought, 
as to how the piece was to be chucked, 
bored, drilled or planed, he would see to it 
that it was provided with the necessary 
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hubs or ‘‘ spotters.” For small work where 
many pieces have to be fitted into a “ jig” 
to be drilled, the ‘‘spotter” is an indispen- 
sible prerequisite. 
same provision be made for all heavy pieces, 
when of a similar character to the example 
as illustrated by Mr. Simonds? If the addi- 
tion of one or more small “ spotters” will 
aid the machinist in more firmly securing 
his work to the face plate, the drill press or 
planer bed plates, they should be provided 
forinthe patterning. Yet, in many cases, 
how the piece is going to be finished is a 
matter of the least concern to both the 
draughtsman and pattern maker. 

T. F. HAGERTY. 
San Francisco, Cal. 

A Useful Draughting Instrument. 

Yditor American Machinist : 
I enclose a sketch of what to me, in me- 

chanical drawing, is one of the most useful 
instruments I have. The joint is made to 
move, so it can be set readily to any angle, 
and yet not move when handled carefully 

Why should not this} 

| nal thought, is but little exercised, or even 
‘understood by a great portion of so called 
mechanics. Manufacturers, superintendents 
and foremen, are largely to blame for this, 
‘and while deploring the evil, never them- 
selves seem to think that the matter is (at 
present) in their own hands. 

An employer, or manager of men has a 
right to expect the service of his men’s 
brains as well as their hands; so the men 
have a right to expect that their employer 

| will accept that service. 
The man who says that if all mechanics 

were thinkers, there would be no room for 
such as he, unwittingly exposes his own 
poverty of reasoning. He is an illustra- 
tion of that class of employers who do not 
allow their men to think; his conceit an- 
swers his own ideas of good sense, and his 
business suffers in consequence. 

Happily, all employers are not like him, 
although far too many are, and the appren- 
tice who, unluckily, is placed under such, 
may as well bid good bye to all that he will 
ever know of his trade, except so far as he | 

Sea 

on the board. It often occurs to me that I use 
a certain angle and wish the exact reverse, 
which is obtained by turning the triangle, 
as I call it, over, or by changing ends. The 
tapers on a connecting rod are so easily 
made by laying out one side only. I seem, 
in the class of work I have had to do, to 
use this more than the 45° and 60° triangles. 
It may be an old device, but I have not met 
it. The one I have is made of steel and 
plated with nickel. The holes are to make 
it lighter and to handle easily, as the fingers 
catch in the holes. W. B. CoGsweE.u. 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Case-Hardening Steel Rolls. 

Editor American Machinist : 
I have read most of the articles in your 

paper on case hardening, but I don’t see 
any one who touches on hardening large 
steel pieces like the one shown in the illustra- 
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may become a machine to grind out the dol- 
lars for his short-sighted and selfish em- 
ployer. 

The foreman who does not teach his men 
to know that he relies as much upon their 
brains as their muscles ; and who does not 
encourage—yes, even require them to do 
their own thinking in matters which apper- 
tain to their trades, such as devising and 
planning ways and means to accomplish 
work in hand to the best advantage, and in 
the most economical manner, is recreant to 
his duty to his employer, to his men, and 
also to himself. 
The apprentice enters the shop presuma- 

bly ignorant of the principles and uses of 
machinery and tools. His initiation con- 
sists of running the gauntlet of the rough 
jokes and abuse of the whole crew, who, 
by common consent, consider him their 
rightful scapegoat, until the next boy ar- 

rives. 
If he learns much about the tools, 

it is because of his observation. The 
average foreman feels no responsibility 
concerning him, and doesn’t consider 

tion, which represents a steel roll for rolling | 
brass, gold, and silver. We have tried pack- | 
ing in bone and heating ina bath of prussiate | 
of potash and salt, without success, Prob- 
ably we would save one in two. They'| 
crack off on the edges, and sometimes do 
not become hard, Nowif you have in your | 

any that would answer for this 
kind of work, I would like to have you pub- | 
lish it, J.C. B. | 

Providence, R. I. 

receipts 

{We should be pleased to hear from any 
of our readers who have had experience in | 
hardening pieces of steel similar to that 
mentioned above. Some correct informa- 
tion upon this subject would be useful to a} 
great many individuals]. 

Why Some Mechanics Lack Independ- 
ent Thought, 

Editor American Machinist : 
Your correspondent, ‘‘ Truth,” only 

partly answered his question, ‘‘ Why are 
there so few really good mechanics?” A 
more complete answer might be found in 
the present system of teaching the trades. 

It is true that thought, we may say, origi-' 

he finds after an hour that the boy is experi- 

| apprenticeship, and he comes out a trades- 

it his duty to spend any of his 
time in-explaining the mysteries of 
the boiler, the feed pump, the heater 

or the engine. He tells him nothing of 
the ‘‘whys” and ‘‘wherefores” of the 
shafting, belts, pulleys, machinery, etc., 
etc. He places in his hands no mechanical 
books and papers; he takes no trouble to 
teach him how to draw; in short, he leaves 
him severely alone, except to give him 
some work, which must be done in the pre- 
cise manner as directed, and in no other. If 

menting upon some plan of his own, to do 
the work differently, he is summarily told 
to do as he is bid, and no questions asked. 
Thus comes the first nip at the bud of 
original or independent thought. 

This policy continued throughout the boy’s 

man(?)—save the mark—without an original 
idea in him. He can do just what his 
‘*boss”’ has allowed him to do, and further 
than that he has not the courage to attempt. 

Can men see these things day after day, 
and then ask, why there are so few good 
mechanics? 
The time is rapidly coming when every 

vestige of a system which admits of such 
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relic of days gone by, and not in keeping 
with the mechanical status of the present 
age. 
We hope to see the day when a study of 

the trades will be made by law as obligatory, 
as are the ordinary branches of a common 
school education. The state of the arts de- 
mands it now. When that time comes, we 
may look for and find plenty of good me- 
chanics, and witness a degree of progress 
compared with which that of the present 
over the past affords scarcely a criterion. 

J. E. Witson. 
Bridgeport, Ct. 

Suggestions for Iron Planers. 

Editor Ameriéan Machinist: 

In the recent articles on iron planers and 
their defects, I noticed that one of the most 
serious complained of was the running gear 
of the beds or carriages; the rack and pin- 
ion being more or less unsteady, according 
to workmanship and the amount of wear 
they sustained, also giving a disagreeable 
shock whenever the motion is reversed. 

I would respectfully suggest the steam 
piston feed and return movement, that is 
now largely used in many of our best saw 
mills, in place of the above-mentioned rack 
and pinion. I do not see why it could not 
be attached to planer carriages, with equal 
advantage. 

It certainly has a degree of elasticity that 
would be desirable when the cutter strikes 

hard places, and a freedom from shock in 
reversing that would be very serviceable in 
a planer. 

I merely offer this suggestion for what it 
is worth. D. E. SHERMAN. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Slow Feeds, 

Editor American Machinist: 
It is to be presumed that tool builders 

should know the proper feed to give lathes 
and planers, and the uniformity arrived at 
in this would seem to prove the correctness 
of the present standard. 

But I have noticed that when the lathe or 
planer hand gets a ‘‘ piece job” the fastest 
feed is entirely too slow for him. 

A few of our tool builders have observed 
this, and are now giving their lathes and 
planers more driving power, making stiffer 
housings, spindles, shears, and faster feed. 

In such a lathe, with proper tools, 12 feet 
of 2” shafting may easily be turned in an 
hour. 

The use of a coarse feed, say two to four 
cuts to the inch on a planer is seldom at- 
tempted; not because of the inability of the 
machine to pull the cut, but on account of 
the disposition of the tool to chatter when 
made so broad. 

The tool in the above sketch 
will admit of a cut one inch wide, or as 
wide as the planer will pull, or the stiffness 
of the work admit of. 

To do good work, this tool should be 
whetted perfectly straight with an oil stone 
(every lathe and planer should have one) 
and the corners very slightly rounded. With 

shown 

gross wrong, will have passedaway. Itisa proper care, this can be done so that the 
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feed on the work i alii, will hardly be per- 

ceptible, although the tool may have been 

fed across the work at the rate of three or 

four cuts to the inch. 

There need be no fear of chattering with 

this tool. Besides this, the ordinary tool, 
when set by a gauge, as shown in Vol. 4, 

No. 5, will spring down and make the work 

thinner than the gauge. The ‘‘ goose-neck” 

tool will do this. 
It was piece-work that proved the effi- 

ciency of this tool and of strong lathes with 

fast feeds, and if any of your readers wish 
to avail themselves of this experience, they 

are welcome to it. 
QUIRK. 

Chattanooga, Tenn. 

wages of Draughtsmen and Foremen. 

Editor American Machinist : 

A few weeks ago I wrote you that I was 

thinking about starting a shop on my own 
account, and gave you an idea of the kind 

of machinery I proposed to put into my pat- 
tern shop. Every day since the publication 
of that article, I find my post-office box 
crammed chuck full of illustrated catalogues 
and price-lists of machinery and tools, from 
nearly all the leading manufacturers in the 
United States; communications from scien- 

tific papers asking for advertisements, and 
almost countless applications for situations, 

especially for the position of foreman in 
the different branches of business, such as 
pattern shop, smith shop, foundry and ma- 
chine-shop. All of them can give the best 
of references from present employers, and 
like all foremen machinists, every One con- 
siders himself competent to superintend the 
whole business, from cellar to garret. My 
own experience tells me that ninety per cent. 
of the foremen machinists know nothing 
about the other trades mentioned above. 

’ Now, for the benefit of all these parties, I 
must tell you that Iam building this shop 
on a vacant lot in my mind, and when I 
commence to take on hands I don’t want 
any references. ‘I want good men who are 
able and willing to stand on their merits, 
without the assistance of paper ability. I 
willemploy a good man to take charge of 
each department, and will pay him good 
wages for his labor; each in proportion to 
the amount of brain work or skilled labor 
required for his relative position. The first 
man I wantis a draughtsman. Whatis a 
draughtsman ? One who draws writings or 
designs. To do this he must understand 
mathematics, especially geometry and arith- 
metic. He must be a practical man, and 
able to design a machine that can be easily 
constructed, and simple, durable and sym- 
metrical when finished. In proportion to 
the salaries of other scientific occupations, 
a draughtsman should receive about four 
dollars for eight hours work. 
The foreman pattern maker, in order to 

bea good one, must understand a drawing 
as well as the man who made it, and be able 
to read it and explain it to the men working 
under him. He must thoroughly under- 
Stand practical geometry, and be able to 
apply it to the different angles, curves and 
radii, as shown on the drawing. He must 
understand moulding, as well as the foreman 
moulder. He must be familiar with the dif- 
ferent wood-working machines in the shop, 
and be able to run them. He must know 
the nature and quality of all the different 
kinds of wood required for the construction 

of the patterns. He must be a good, neat, 
Clean, and fast workman, and know the 
easiest, quickest, strongest and cheapest way 
'o make all kinds of patterns. He must be 
able to impart all this knowledge to others, 

When required. Like all foremen, he should 
be a good judge of human nature, in order 
to get the most work out of the different 
men, without using partiality, and,of course, 
hurting their feelings (a fault too-common 
With employers and foremen in all the differ- 
ent trades). No man can ever attain all the 
above qualifications without great expense 

and persistent hard study. At the present 
Tate of wages in other trades, he should 
receive at least 40 cents per hour for his ser- 
Vices, 

Now for the moulder and his various 
duties. Since reading the letter of a 
Foundryman in your issue of March the 5th, 
I have made a study of the art of moulding, 
and think I can do no better than quote a 
few sentences from his letter: ‘‘ The fact is 
the art of moulding (it is an art) is never 
fully learned. The oldest and most com- 
petent moulder will freely admit that he does 
not, and never expects to know it all. * * * 
Ihave stated that moulding was an art. It 
is all I claim forit. Good moulders, close 
workmen, are as rare and as difficult to find 
as good painters, musicians and engravers, 
butno more so. * * * The moulder has 
sand, iron, coal, with their innumerable 
variations to contend with in every new 
locality, and in many places the water he 
tempers his sand with affects the production 
of clear, sound castings.” Men who can 
overcome all the difficulties are very scarce, 
and can command, and should receive, good 
pay. Tosuch aoneI will give from $4.00 
to $4.50 per day. 
The next in order are the machinists and 

blacksmiths. I don’t think either of these 
trades requires the science of the draughts- 
man, the varied skill of the pattern maker, 
and never the art of the moulder. I may be 
wrong in this idea, and if so some machinist 
or blacksmith will soon put me right again. 
However, I reason it out something like 
this: The smith’s work is generally the 
plain part of the machine, and as a con- 
sequence, the drawings are the easiest to 
understand. Heis not expected to do as 
close work as the other tradesmen. He is 
told the kind of iron wanted in each forging. 
He must know the different kinds of iron 
and how to work them, and that is the end 
of it. The machinist has rather more to 
contend with than the blacksmith. He must 
be well up in the working and speeding of 
allthe machines in the shop, and the manner 
of working the different kinds of metals. 

It is very much easier to understand a 
drawing when one 
has the pieces of the 
machine to look at. 
In short, he must be 
a good close work- 
man, and have the 
requisiteamount of | 
business tact to run | Ww 
his shop to the best | WY \ 
advantage. Finally, 
when draughtsmen 
pattern makers and 
foundrymen are 
worth from $4.00 
to $4.50 per day, 
blacksmiths and 
machinists should 
have from $3.50 to 
$4.25. 

J. P. Workman, | 
Arlington, N. J. 
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Reamer For 
Screw 

Ed. Am. 
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Machines. | 

Machinist; 

reamer for 
screw machines 
shown in issue of 
March 19th, brings 
to mind one made 
by C. H. Corley, at | 
the Pratt and Whit- 
ney Company’s | 
Works some time : 
since. About ten 
years ago Mr. Cor- “4 
ley -had a large 
quantity of rings to 
make on a screw 
machine. It was 
necessary that the 
holes in the rings 
should be exactand 
uniform in size, and 
not able to 
make them so with 
a reamer held rigid 
in the turret 
devised one, a 
drawing of which I 

being 

he 

pl} 

A send. The shank NEw REAMER. 
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of the reamer is turned about one thirty- 
second smaller than the hole in the sleeve, 
which will give play enough for any want 
of alignment in the machine. The hole 
in the shank is also made large for the 
pin so as to let the reamer swing on the 
center. It will find its center in the hole to 
be reamed without the springs to support 
it and make the holes alike in size. 

Dvup. 
Hartford, Conn. 

-- ape 

Newly Incorporated Companies. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

Bethlehem and Belvidere Railroad Com- 
pany; principal oftice, Philadelphia; Charles 
Brodhead, E. W. Clark, and others, incor- 
porators; Capital, $100,000, in shares of $50 
-ach. For the construction of a railroad, 
sixteen miles in length, from Brodhead’s 
Station, on the Lehigh and Lackawanna 
Railroad, in Northampton County, to the 
Delaware River, at or near Belvidere, in the 
State of New Jersey, with the right to bridge 
said river at said point. March 9 

Reading and Chesapeake Coal and Rail- 
road Company; principal office, Lancaster; 
J. H. Baumgardner, J. W. Swift, and others, 
incorporators ; Capital, $2,500,000, in shares 
of $50 each. For the construction of arail- 
road and branch, 60 miles in length, from 
the city of Reading, in the county of Berks, 
to the village of New Holland, in the county 
of Lancaster, and from thence to the Mary- 
land line, between the eastern boundary of 
West Nottingham township, in Chester 
county, and the Susquehanna River, to there 
connect with a railroad to be constructed to 
Perryville, in the State of Maryland; the 
branch to be constructed from the village 
of New Holland to the city of Lancaster. 
March 14. 

NEW YORK. 

C. T. Segar Manufacturing Company, 
Utica, N. Y.; Charles T. Segar, John Aber- 
crombie and others, incorporators; Capital 
$10,000, in shares of $100 each. To manu- 
facture and sell spring beds, cots, wire 
springs and household furniture. March 
10th. 

Gericke Mining Pump Company, New 
York; Daniel B. Horton, Henry A. Van 
Praag and others, incorporators; Capital 
$100,000, in shares of $10 each. ‘To manu- 
facture and sell mining pumps and machin- 
ery. March 10th. 

The Harlem River 
provement Company, New York; Andrew 
Dexter, Richard C. Johnson and others, in- 
corporators ; Capital $1,000,000, in shares of 
$100 each. For the buying, selling and 
smelting of iron ore, casting and moulding 
of iron, buying, selling and filling in of 
land, and the selling of slag. March 10th. 

Iron and Land Im- 

The Ceroxylon Company, Astoria; James 
E. Andrews, Leonard 8. Beals and others, 
incorporators; Capital $250,000, shares $100 
each. For the manufacture and sale of ar- 
ticles and compounds of pyroxyline, xyloi- 
dine or nitro Cellulose, and of all articles 
that may be used in the manufacture of the 
same, March 10th. 

The Universal Oil 
Company, New York; 
H. Dickerson and 

Light and Heating 
Thos. Silver, Louis 

others, incorporators; 
Capital, $500,000; shares $100 each. To 
manufacture and sell lamps, oil stoves, 
heating apparatus, and wares of composite 
or metal formation. March 11th. 

The Clinton Co-operative Brewing Com- 
pany, Buffalo; Louis Kuell, John Haugen 
and others, incorporators; Capital, $100,- 
000; shares $50 each. For the purpose of 
manufacturing and selling beer in a co- 
operative manner. March 11. 

The Mather Oil Company, New York; 
Paul C. Coffin, Levi L. Lockwood and 
others, incorporators; Capital, $100,000; 
shares, $100 each. To purchase and sell 
crude petroleum, To refine and sell crude 
petroleum, and to do all business that may 
appertain thereto. March 11. 

The Harris Reduction and Amalgamating 
Company. Rhinebeck, N. Y.; Wm. Edward 
Harris, mane C. Hepburn and others, in- 
corporators ; Capita], $500,000; shares, $100 
each. 'To manufacture machines for c ‘rush- 
ing and grinding ores, amalgamators and 
furnaces for treating the same. March i, 

Kinney Manufac turing Company, Brook- 
lyn; John P. Kinney, “Samuel J. Crooks 
and others, inc orporators ; Capital, $25,000; 

shares, $25 each, To manufacture and sell 
glass of all kinds and qu: ility for facings of 
buildings, interior and exterior, including 
tiling, mantles, table tops, etc, March 12 

The Stanley Reece Refrigerating and Ice 
Machine Company, New York. Geo. P. 
Armstrong, Henry J. W. 8. Cooke and 
others, incorporators. Capital, $600,000, in 
shares of $20 each. To manufacture and 
sell Ice Manufacturing and Refrigerating 
Machines, apparatus and appliances, and to 
dispose of rights to others to manufacture 
and sell the same. March 15th. 

Suffolk Water Proof — Comp: any 
New York and Boston. K. Parker, J 
H. Johnson, and othe my incorporators. 
Capital, $300,000, in shares of $25 each. To 
manufacture and sell Water-Proof Fabrics, 
and to purchase materials, inventions, and 
processes for making the same. March 15th. 

The Brooklyn Underground Railway Com- 
pany: James M. Leavitt, John French, and 
others, incorporators; Capital, $1,000,000; 
shares $100 each. To construct, maintain 
and operate a railroad, mainly underground, 
commencing near Fulton Ferry, Brooklyn, 
running thence to eastern terminus of East 
River Bridge at Sands Street, thence along 
Washington and other streets to Court 
House, thence along Fulton Street and Flat- 
bush Avenue to intersection of Atlantic 
Avenue, thence along Flatbush Avenue to 
station in town of Fl latbush at intersection 
of Malbone St. Length of road about four 
miles. March 12. 

MASSACHUSETTS, 

Standard Manufacturing Co., Boston; T. 
W. Brown, President; G. H. Sheldon, Treas- 
urer; Capital, $5,000, inshares of $100 each. 
For the Manufacture of hardware. March 9. 

Crystal Spring Bleaching & Dyeing Co. 
Freetown; Robert mage President: John 
P. Henry, Treasurer; Capital, $150,000, in 
shares of $100 each. For bleaching, dying, 
printing and finishing cotton and other 
fabrics. March 11. 

Texas, Topolobampo and Pacific R. R. 
-“ Telegraph Co.: Frederick O. Prince, J. 

Abbott, Benj. F. Butler, G. W. Simmons, 
Thos. B. Lewis, Theo. A. Dodge, E. E. 
Pratt, Hy. Hastings, Ulysses 8. Grant, or:, 
E. A. Buck, Jas. B. Price, Jesus Escobar, 
Benj. R. Carmen, A. K. Owen, Wm. 8. 
Chapman, Directors: Capital, $30,000, in 
shares of $100 each. To construct, main- 
tain and operate a railroad and telegr: aph 
in the United States of Mexico. The main 
line from near Piedras Negras, on the right 
bank of the Rio Grande, 8. W. across the 
State of Coahuila, the district of the Bolson 
de Mapimi, the State of Chihuahua, perhaps 
the State of Sonora and the State of Sinaloa, 
to the Bay of Topolobampo, Gulf of Califor- 
nia, with branches to Presidio del Norte, to 
the City of Mexico, and such other lines as 
they may be authorized to construct by the 
said Government of the United States of 
Mexico. March 8. 

The Legislature at its present session has 
enacted that, 
The name of the Globe Rubber tog ny 

be changed to the Prushan Rubber Com 
pany. 

The name of the Farmer & Gardner Mfg. 
Co. be changed to the Springfield Sewing 
Machine Co. 
The name of the Alden Emery Co. 

changed to the Walpole Emery Mills. 
That the Nantasket Beach, the Hull and 

Nantasket Beach, and the Boston, Hingham 
and Hull Railroads be consolidated into one 
corporation, to be known as the Nantasket 
Beach R.R. Co. 

be 

CONNECTICUT. 

Homestake Mining Co., New Haven; Cap- 
ital, $16,000; Shares, $25 each. For mining, 
milling and smelting silver and lead ores, 
etc., in this State and Colorado. Carlos W. 
P. Niles, e¢ al., incorporators, 

The Riverside Woolen Co., Stafford; Cap- 
ital, $50,000; Shares, $100 each; Cyril John 
son, Richard M. Henry, et a@/., incorporators. 
To manufacture and sell goods made of 
wool, silk, cotton and other fabrics. 

In description of Melvin’s Steam Genera 
tor, on page 4 of last week’s issue, a blunder 
was made by taking the figure 9 from ‘‘ 9.2 

Ibs. of water evaporated from 1 Ib.’of coal,” 
and placing it where it didnot belong. The 
matter was right in the proof but was disar 
ranged upon going to press. 
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Extracts from Chordal’s Letters came too 

late for this issue, The letterwill appear in 

our next. Chordal is overcrowded with 

work in the engineering line, and for some 

three months past has caught the opportu 

nity to write Extracts only at Jong intervals 

This we regret as wellas al] of our numerous 

readers, 
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Location of Factories. 

Among the first questions that comes up 
when the starting of a prospective manufac- 
turing establishment is considered, are: 
Where shall it be located? Where do we 
expect to sell our product? Shall we locate 
among our prospective customers? Or, 
shall we locate among our competitors? 

If a man intendsto become a selling agent 
in any given territory for a distant manu- 
facturer, whether he sells by sample or car- 
ries a stock, it is a good thing to be located 
on the ground. But the man who sets out 
to make shop tools or machines for the 
Western or Southern trade for example, 
should weigh the chances well before com- 
mitting himself to a Western or Southern 
location for his manufactory. The reason 
is obvious. Western and Southern men are 
just as human as the majority of Eastern 
tnep, and in the machinery line reputation 
alwayscounts fora good deal. The Western 
or Southern manufacturer who starts in 
brand new, with a new machine or line of 
machinery designed for use in shops, must 
make up in mechanical merit and selling 
power for his lack of reputation. But not 
every manufacturer possesses the highest 
type of persuasive selling power (of course 
his machinery always possesses the superla- 
tive degree of merit). In any case he will 
find that out of a given number of possible 
buyers, south or west, a large proportion 
will prefer not to take the chances with any- 
thing new, and will fall back on existing 
prejudicein favor of the work of well-known 
Eastern makers, because they are well- 
known; while another large proportion may 
perhaps, prefer them because they are East- 
ern. The saying is just as true now, as it 
was two thousand years ago, that ‘‘a prophet 
(¢. €.. a new-comer who essays the gift of 
prophecy) is not without honor, save in his 
own country,” more especially if that coun- 
try be a new country not greatly noted as a 
prophetic headquarters. Of course there 
are exceptions to all ruies. There are ma- 
chinery establishments which start in the 
newer portions of the country, and become 
noted as shining successes in their line, but 
it is matter of doubt whether these shops 
have not found the bulk of their trade to lie 
among people whose purchases are largely 
guided by knowledge of merit arising from 
familiar intercourse with other manufac- 
turers. Were these same shops located in 
some acknowledged machinery headquar- 
ters, who shall say how many trials and ob- 
stacles they might have been spared? 

But the border land between the 
in which tools are used, and that in which 
tools are made, how will that answer as a 
location for a new shop? Without the ad- 
vantage that with some buyers is af- 
forded by a desire to help forward home 
manufactures (when this can be done with- 
out personal or pecuniary risk, for this sort 
of a proviso is usually made in such cases) 
such a location will more commonly be 
found to have the disadvantages of both of 
those we have named, without the full ad- 
vantages of either, 

region 
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Machine Tool Prospects. 

Periods when general business is pros- 

trated, and periods when it is ‘‘ over-boom- 
ing,” are haleyon periods for the makers of 
poor machine tools. In depressed times 
everybody feels poor, and purchasers regard 
price more than quality. When times are 

and users of machine tools are 
jostling each other in their eagerness to be 
supplied in the shortest possible time, many 
purchasers will accept tools (thinking half a 
loaf better than no bread) that at another 
time they would not allow within the walls 
of their establishments. 
The present great and prolonged activity 

in all branches of manufacture has had the 
effect not only to stimulate largely increased 
production from existing establishments 
turning out tools of all grades of merit, but 

too good, 
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has induced several new establishments to 
| engage in the business of making machine | 

The best service we can render these 
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lished, is to remind them that it is as im- 
portant to prepare for the rainy day, as itis 
to make hay while the sun shines. During 
perhaps six or seven years out of every ten, 
trade is ina normal or moderately healthy 
condition, while during the remaining three 
or four years, abnormal conditions prevail. 
The duty of lifting or keeping up the stand- 
ard of quality, and gaining reputation to 
draw upon when reputation becomes more 
essentially valuable than now, is one that 
should be especially present to the mind of 
every machine tool manufacturer. 

me 

The Spring Meeting of the Mechanical 
Engineers’ Society. 

In our issue of March 12tb we stated that 
it was understood the next meeting of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
would be held at Hartford, May 5th next. 
We have received the following communi- 
cation from the Secretary, which explains 
itself. We trust the May meeting will, at 
least, draw out as large an attendance and 
as much interest as the first annual meeting. 
We have been informed that a number of 
important papers are now in course of prep- 
aration. Here is the circular: 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGI- 
NEERS. 

A regular meeting will be held at Hart- 
ford, Conn., on or about May 5th next. A 
later circular will give the place and time 
definitely. Members| intending toread papers 
are requested to send them to the Secretary 
for submission to the Council by the 5th 
prox., at the latest. No provision for large- 
scale illustrations of papers need be made 
by the authors. They will be prepared from 
the ordinary drawings by the committee 
within whose province this lies. Hereafter 
the requisite illustration of papers ordered 
to be printed will be procured by the Pub- 
lication Committee, for the purpose of se- 
curing uniformity in this respect. 

Tuomas WurrestpE Rag, 
“ Secretary. 

Secretary's office, 239 Broadway, New 
York City. 
March 10, 1881. 

Realizing a Canadian Opportunity, 

In our issue of July 31, 1880, under the 
heading ‘‘A Canadian Opportunity,” we 
valled attention tothe exceptional advant- 
ages afforded in Montreal for an elevated 
railway through the business and residence 
portions of the city up the mountain, or 
Mount Royal, as it is catled. The long and 
narrow shape of the city, and the meager 
facilities for visiting the park on the mount- 
ain which the masses of the people now 
enjoy, combine to furnish conditions very 
similar to those existing in the city of New 
York for such an enterprise. Within a few 
days it is announced by telegraph that our 
hint has been taken, and that a company 
to build a dummy railway for this purpose, 
is now being organized. 

ope 

English and American Patent Laws. 

The London Engineer of Feb. 25th, copies 
the cut of.‘ A Prohibited Dog” from the 
AMERICAN MACHINIST, with our remarks 
and those of our correspondent accompany- 
the same, also this addition: ‘‘It is an un- 
fortunate thing for some of those whose 
recent writings have referred to the Ameri- 
-an patent laws as of a most beneficent 
character and worthy of English imitation, 
that Americans are themselves beginning to 
get very tired of laws which are so very dif- 
ferent in their practical operation -from 
what the ordinary inventor, who only knows 
of general rules and fees, expects.”’ The 
‘*Prohibited Dog” is then referred to as 
‘“‘anexample of the discontent which fre- 
quently shows itself.” 

It is true that our patent laws are open to 
criticism and that in some respects they can 
and ought to be improved. But as for pro- 
tecting the inventor who is not possessed of 
abundant means, they are immeasurably in 
advance of English patent laws. In Great 
Britain it costs $250 at the outset to secure 
an ordinary patent. At the end of three tools. 

new comers as well as those already estab- 
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end of seven years $500 more, making a 
total.of $1000. The'patent extends fourteeey 
years. Inthe United States it costs $35 to 
obtain a patent extending seventeen years, 

In England patents are granted without any 
examination of records to show whether the 
alleged invention has ever been used before. 
patented elsewhere, or whether it is sengj} jo 
or practicable. In our patent office a care. 
ful search is made, and when a patent jg 
granted it is supposed by most people to 
secure to the inventor the fruits of his jp 
dustry and enterprise. English patents op 
the contrary, are not regarded as very bind. 
ing, and are not usually respected by those 
who wish to make use of the invention 
covered by patents. The consequence js 
that English patents are of very little actual] 
value unless backed by ample funds for ]jt;. 
gation. Unless the inventor is in easy cir 
cumstances (and very few of them are) he 
can not sustain his rights in the courts where 
the binding force of English patents are 
tested A British inventor must expect some. 
body to contest the validity of his patent, 
If he is poor he has very little chance of 
making anything out of his original pro 
ductions. Litigation in the English patent 
courts is more expensive than in our own 
courts, This may go far to explain that 
comparatively few patents are taken out in 
England, while a great many are taken out 
here. Upon looking over the field it wil] 
be apparent to most parties interested jn 
patents, that many features of our patent 
system might be adopted by England with 
manifest advantage to her mechanical in. 
dustries. 

Ss 
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Some Points in Engine Building, 

A steam user upon going into the market 
at the present day to select a steam engine 
for any special purpose is often bewildered 
by the multitude of different styles pre- 
sented for his consideration. 

There are almost as many different styles 
of engine bed plates as there are manufac- 
turers, each one possessing more or less 
good features that recommend it. The beds 
are, in many cases, much heavier than the 
parts attached to them, or forming a part; 
as for instance, the guides, pillow blocks, 
cylinder and shaft. 

The mass of iron composing the bed is 

often distributed in a manner that displays 
litle if any judgment, in regard to the 
correct proportion of machinery, or of 
distribution to resist the strain of transmit- 
ting power from the cross head to the crank. 
In the old box frame the distance of the 
center line of strain from the frame was 
generally greater than the radius of the 
cylinder. The same trouble existed in th: 
banjo frame, and in almost all cases th 
strain was transmitted to a crank pin at 
tached to a single one-sided crank, thus ac- 
gravating the evil. But in the last decade 
the mechanical engineers of America seem 
to have made a new departure in regard to 
some essential features which ought to lb 
embodied in the construction of every steam 
engine. The parts should be proportioned 
so as to best resist strains and should be 
made as light as consistent with the required 
strength. 

Cheapness of construction is also an im 
portant element in building steam engines, 
as well as a simplicity of design which will 
make all parts aceessible. A good valve 
motion should be adopted, which will givé 
an equal and economical distribution of 
steam. The workmanship must not be 
lightly regarded, as the present demand for 
high-speed engines necessitates better work 
and closer fits, to effect economy in running 

expenses. Many of these points have been 
ingeniously met by those who have devoted 
themselves to the building of steam engines. 
Yet, there are other points that have been 
compromised, either by adding unnecessa- 
rily to the weight of the machine or by 
shortening of the connecting rod, thé 
proper length of which is one of the most 
important details for transmitting powé! 

from the cross head to the crank. There at 
numerous engines built in which the con 

years $230 more must be paid, and at the necting rods are not over one and one-hall 
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times the length of the stroke. This is 
often done by reputable builders for com- 
pactness, but in opposition to generally un- 
derstood rules of sound practice. 

Locomotives, as well as some of the best 
classes of stationary engines have their con- 
necting rods three times the length of the 
piston stroke, or six times the length of the 
crank. 

It is not strange that engine builders 
should differ widely about some of the most 
important proportions of parts, yet the 
searching tests of practice and experiment 
are bringing mechanical engineers more 
nearly together, in their views of what is 
most desirable in construction. 

> 
We areinformed by several parties that 

the Saw Gumming Machine, illustrated in 
our issue of March 5th, is made by the in- 
ventor, T. Hodgson, Amherst, Nova Scotia. 
It is a mystery how the cut came into our 
possession. 
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JOHNSON’S NEW UNIVERSAL CYCLOP-EDIA. 
A SCIENTIFIC AND POPULAR TREASURY OF 
USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.—Illustrated with maps, 
plans and fine engravings. Editors in_ chief: 
Frederick A. P. Barnard, LL.D., President of 
Columbia College, New York City, and Arnold 
Guyot, Ph. D., Professor of Physical Geography, 
College of New Jersey. Complete in four large 
volumes, including an appendix. Price, half 
morocco, $51. Published by A. J. Johnson & Co. 
W. H. Hobbie, General Agent, 11 Great Jones 
street, New York. 
The rapid strides of science during the 

past few years, has rendered a new edition 
of this large and valuable work of reference 
and instruction necessary. The edition of 
1881, in addition to all the revised original 
matter embodied in the former edition, con- 
tains a valuable appendix, which includes 
an account of all the recent discoveries in 
science and art up to the present time, also 
supplementary articles to the original 
which appear in the body of the work. 
Among the interesting subjects treated in 
the appendix may be mentioned the electric 
light, which is very fully described and il- 
lustrated with fine engravings. 

Each of the leading systems of electric 
lighting is classified and described in detail 
showing all the important improvements in 
the regulating mechanism of the lamps and 
dynamo machines. Tables of the compara- 
tive cost of the different systems are given. 
We notice a very valuable article relating to 
Land, Law, and Ownership in the United 
States which deserves careful perusal. 
Magneto-electricity forms a most valuable 
portion of the appendix, being illustrated 
with improved apparatus. The subject of 
railroads in this country is exhaustively 
treated and accompanied by statistics, 

Valuable information is also given relat- 
ing to the recent growth of the silk indus- 
tries; while the articles on warming and 
ventilation deserves special commendation, 

A revised and valuable historical account 
of weights and measures form an important 
part of the work, embracing a succinct 
statement of the weights and measures in 
use all over the world at the present day, by 
means of which a comparison can readily be 

made. 
Statistics of the woolen trade must not be 

passed over while the general sciences are 
equally well treated. The special value of 
this cyclopzedia lies in the fact that a person 
seeking information is not required to wade 
through pages of excellent specimens of 
literary attainments to arrive at the desired 
object, but he is referred at once tothe plain 
facts concerning the case. Considered asa 
whole, Johnson’s Cyclopedia is the most 
valuable work of its kind that ever came 
into our possession. 

& 

()uestions & ANSWERS. 

Under this head we propose to answer ques- 
tions sent us, pertaining to our specialty, 
correctly and according to common sense 
methods. 

(1.) H. 8., Allegheny, Pa., asks: 1. What 
is the pressure per square inch on the bottom of a 
vessel, 4 feet high, filled with water? A.—A column 
of water of 1 square inch area and 1 foot in length 

AMBRIQOAN M 

‘ 62.4 . weighs ai = 0.44lbs. A column 4 feet long weighs 

0.43X4 = 1.72 Ibs.; so that the pressure is 1.72 Ibs. 
per square inch on the vessel’s bottom. 2. Would 
a plate glass bottom stand the pressure of 4 feet of 
water? A.—A plate of glass 44” thick, for a vessel's 
bottom, about 2X2 feet square, or of 4 square feet 
area, if well anchored at its edges, would support 
the 4 foot column of water. 

2.) J. F. Hamburg, Point Breeze, Pa., 
asks: 1. When the water in a boiler is at 2120 tem- 
perature, and steam begins to form, what becomes 
of the atmospheric pressure, existing in the boiler 
before ebullition commenced? A.—At the instant 
steam is generated from the water, heated to 212° 
temperature, the steam has a pressure of one 
atmosphere, about 15 Ibs. per square inch above 
zero of vacuum gauge, and the pressure in the 
boiler by a vacuum gauge would show 15 Ibs., 
the same as atmospheric pressure would show on a 
zero pressure or vacuum gauge. 2. When the steam 
gauge indicates 15 pounds pressure, is the pressure 
in the boiler greater than the 15 pounds atmos- 
pheric pressure outside the boiler? A.—Yes; the 
steam pressure in the boiler, when the steam gauge 
indicates 15 lbs. pressure, is 15 lbs. above the press- 
ure of the air outside, and is (nearly) 30 Ibs., actual 
or absolute pressure, above zero or no pressure. 
The steam gauge measures pressures above the 

atmospheric pressure (14.73 Ibs. per square inch, 
closely), and the vacuum gauge measures press- 
ures from zero, or the beginning of pressure. 

(3.) F. A. G., Philadelphia, Pa., writes: 
A main line of shafting, of 150 feet length, is to run 
through a wood-working factory, and power is to 
be taken off at various points of the line shaft; will 
the shaft take more power to drive it, and be more 
likely to work out of line, when driven from one 
end, than when driven from its middle? A.—A long 
line of shafting is more affected by tortion or twist- 
ing of the shaft than a short line, and the yielding 
of the shaft to twisting of its fibers about its axis, 
is directly proportional to its stiffness, length, and 
the power and resistance distribution in the shaft 
line. Tortion and twisting of the shaft produces 
buckling and unsteady motion, making greater 
friction in the bearing boxes, and conflicting forces 
and motions; consuming the driving power, and 
tending to displace the shaft. A shaft, however, 
only 150 feet long, if of suitable size along the line 
to carry the work taken off, would not show much 
difference in the power required to drive it, or in 
its delignment, whether driven from one end or at 
its middle. 

(4) R. D. K., Macon, Ga., writes: A cus- 
tomer sends his order for a D slide valve engine, 
giving dimensions of valve seat as follows: Ex- 
haust port, 2'4’’ x6’; induction ports, 1x6”; width 
of bridges, 114’’, adding that the engine is 9°16’, 
I leave for you to allow the proper amount of lap 
of valve—omitting to give the valve travel. One of 
two persons advised that the valve be made 714” 
long, with 434’ width of exhaust cavity; the other 
advised 734’ for length of valve, with 434” width of 
exhaust cavity. The latter dimensions were 
adopted. We would like your opinion as to which 
of the two dimensions would be most likely to 
prove satisfactory? A.— With the given dimensions 
of ports and bridges, the width, out-and-out, of 
steam ports is (1/’+-114’’+-214//+-1144'’/+1)=7"’, and 
the width between steam ports is (114’’+214’+-114) 

5", Placing the valve in its middle position over 
the ports, its exhaust cavity being in both cases 

434’’, then its inside lap, on the bridges, is re 

=1¢’, which is all right. Taking the valve to be 
714” long, its outside lap, or projection, over the 

7% 
steam ports is only ““}—* =1-16th inch, which is 

entirely too smalla lap. With 734’ length of valve, 7 
the outside lap is : ee =%’’, which is far better, 

and which might, with suitable throw of the eccen- 
tric, have been increased to 54’, or more, with 
advantage, in order to keep the valve tight, and 
for setting the valve-eccentric forward of the 
crank, so as to produce the most useful results of 
steam expansion and distribution, and then in- 
stantly exhaust the charge of expanded steam, 
repeating these operations in each successive 
stroke. In general practice, with but few excep- 
tions, there is no valve motion capable of only an 
approximation to this standard of perfection. The 
plain slide valve is very far from it. 2. Do the high- 
speed engines of the present time have inside lap on 
the valves, and how much? A.—In such engines 
very little, if any, inside lap is used. When used in 
locomotives it rarely exceeds 1-10th inch; and some 
passenger locomotives have valves with 1-32 inch 
inside clearance. 3. What is meant by ‘‘ cushion” 
in a high-speed engine? A.—It occurs most prom- 
inently in fast-running locomotive engines, when 
the valve gear is adjusted for short cut off, producing 
quick closing of the exhaust, so that there is a con- 
finement and compression of back-pressure steam 
ahead of the piston as it approaches the end of its 
stroke, which acts as an elastic cushion to the 
piston, bringing it to rest in one stroke and aiding 
to start it in its opposite stroke. 

(5) Several Readers, Catasauqua, Pa. 
write: A discussion growing out of seeing and 
talking over the cut and description of the Allen 
engine in No. 10, Vol. IV., of your paper, leads us 
to ask you a few questions on steam engines. 1. 
Take an ordinary slide-valve engine, with one 
eccentric in the valve gearing, cutting off steam at 
three-quarter stroke; in what order, and at what 
intervals of the stroke should the other events, viz., 
exhaust closure, release and admission of steam ° 

take place? A.—In each stroke, the order of 
events in the distribution of steam is successively 
as follows: cut-off, release, compression and ad- 
mission. The cut-off event being fixed at three- 
quarter stroke, the event of release or exhaust 
opening must follow quickly thereafter, say 
at nine-tenths the stroke, in order to withdraw 
most of the cylinder’s charge of steam promptly 
at the termination of the stroke, and the 
period of exhaust opening, extending from 
time of point of release to time of point of com- 
pression, should be as long as possible, about nine- 
tenths of the stroke, in order to fully exhaust the 
back-pressure steam. Steam admission should 
begin sufficiently before the end of the stroke, say 
at two per cent. of stroke, to insure an inflow 
of free-pressure steam on the driving side of the 
piston at the instant it commences the next stroke 
An ideal ‘perfect valve and valve motion should 
supply to the cylinder steam at full boiler pressure 
from the beginning of the stroke to the point of 
cut-off, permit steam expansion in the cylinder 
from that instant to the full limit of the stroke. 

(6) G. E. T., Reading, Pa., writes: Please 
inform me how a solartype copy of drawings is 
made. A.—This process of copying drawings is 
commonly called the blue-paper copying process. 
A chemically-prepared white paper is used which, 
on exposure tosunlight or daylight, becomes a blue 
color on all its surface exposed to the light, the 
blue becoming of a darker shade the longer it is 
exposed. If a part, even a line or a dot of the 
paper’s surface be covered from the rays of light, 
that part of its surface will remain white. Then, if 
a drawing be traced on tracing paper (tracing 
muslin is the smoothest and best), in dead black 
ink, and the drawing is laid on the prepared paper, 
and a sheet of heavy transparent glass be laid over 
them to keep them pressed down, smooth and in 
place, and all be placed in the sunlight ten to fifteen 
minutes, or cloudy daylight twenty to thirty 
minutes, there will be a blue-paper copy of the 
drawing made in white lines under the black ink 
lines which stopped the light from passing through 
them, leaving the paper white underneath them. 
The prepared paper is sold in sheets, thick or thin, 
and in rolls like thin tracing paper; and some pre- 
parations require washing in a chemical bath and 
drying, to bring out and preserve the lines. 

(7) R. C., Port Perry, Canada, asks : Can 
you inform me how mould boards of single plows 
are tempered and kept from warping while being 
tempered? A.—The mould boards of plows, as 
now made, do not go through the separate process 
of tempering, but are brought to their high temper 
or hardness in the moulds in the process of casting 
them. Cast iron and cast steel is hardened in the 
moulds, in one way, by chilling the molten metal by 
running it into iron moulds kept at a low temper- 
ature. Other very hard iron and steel metals, as 
adamant, used in safes, plows, ete., derive their 
hardness from the peculiar kinds of ores of which 
they are made, from the process of treatment in 
smelting and mixing them, and the heating and 
moulding in the foundry. 

(8.) H. B., Catskill, N. Y., writes: I find 
that rubber which has been dissolved in benzine, 
and then used as a coating on various articles, does 
not harden satisfactorily. How can it be hard- 
ened, or its stickiness removed, for use in the man- 
ner spoken of? A.—Your difficulty is precisely 
what Goodyear removed in his wonderful dis- 
covery of vulcanized rubber, which is, essentially, 
hardening and removing the stickiness of caout- 
chouc, or rubber (for the coating of fabrics and 
the manufacture of articles for use), by a process 
of treating it with sulphur at a high temperature. 

50 cts. a line for each insertion under this head. 

Foot Power Machinery, for workshop use, sent on 
trialif desired. W. F. & John Barnes, Rockford, Il. 

Presses & Dies. Ferracute Mach. Co., Bridgeton, N.J. 
American Watch Tool Co., Waltham, Mass., Whit- 

comb Watch Makers’ Lathes, and Watch Machinery. 
Latest and best books on Steam Engineering. 

Send stamp for Catalogue. F. Keppy, Bridgeport, Ct. 
James W. See, Designing and Consulting Engi- 

neer, Hamilton, Ohio. 
“Extracts from Chordal’s Letters’? in book 

form, now ready. Cloth. 320 pages. $1.50 by 
mail, postpaid. American Machinist Publishing 
Co., 96 Fulton Street, New York. 

J. C. Hoadley, Engineer and Expert, formerly of 
Lawrence, Mass., has opened an office at 29 High St., 
cor. Federal, Boston, Mass.,where he will be pleased 
to receive old and new friends. 
Steam Engines Indicated and Examined. Power 

Measured. W. H. Odell, P. O. Box 274, Yonkers, N.Y. 
Bound volumes for 1880 of the AMERICAN Ma- 

CHINIST.—We can furnish Vol. 3 of the AMERICAN 
MACHINIST, containing the full 52 issues of 1880, 
neatly bound in cloth, ready to ship by express, for 
four dollars. AMERICAN MACHINIST PUBLISHING Co, 
96 Fulton Street, New York. 
Wood Engravings of Machinery and Tools. Satis- 

faction guaranteed. Chas. Murray, 58 Ann St.,N.Y. 
Wanted to arrange with responsible parties for 

the manufacture of a New Air Compressor. The 
best yet designed. John Fish, 8 Pine Street, New 
York, 

The new rolling mill at Hazleton, O., is 
ready for its machinery. 

A company is being organized to erect a 
blast furnace at East Lronton, O. 

The Griffin Car Wheel Company, of De- 
troit, have found it necessary to establish a 
branch in Chicago in order to keep up with 
the demand for their car wheels. A com- 
pany has been formed with a capital stock 
of $60,000, known as the Griffin & Wells 
Foundry Company. They have secured the 
Russell wheel shop on Paulina street, and 
will start about the 15th inst. The capacity 
of the new works will be 175 wheels per 
day.—TZhe Industrial World. 

South Bend, Ind., has more than 170 fac- 
tories and shops, which turn out more than 
$7,000,000 worth of products, and give em- 
ployment to 3,000 skilled workmen and 
laborers. More than 500 buildings were 
added to the city last year. 

D. Frisbie & Co. are building for L. Water- 
bury & Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y., one 8 ft. x 
3 ft. friction pulley, to transmit 300 horse- 
power, This, they believe, to be the largest 
friction pulley in the market. 

There is a manufactory of paper bricks in 
Wisconsin. The bricks are said to be very 
durable, 

Pennock Brothers have bought ten acres 
of land in Minerva, O., and will soon build 
shops there for the manufacture of freight 
ears. 

The Curtis & Co. Manufacturing Com- 
pany are making a considerable addition to 
their machine shops at their saw works at 
the corner of Monroe and Ninth streets.—- 
St. Louis Age of Steel. 

The A. Plamondon Manufacturing Com- 
pany are adding to their works four new 
lathes, and will shortly erect as an extension 
to their works a brick structure, 84x150 feet 
and four stories, to be devoted to the manu- 
facture of flour mill and special machinery 
This company now employ ninety-five hands 
and run their work full time.—Chicago In- 
dustrial World. 

W. F. & John Barnes, Rockford, Ill, are 
about to erect an addition to their works 
which will increase their capacity about 
one-third. They employ 65 hands, are full 
of orders for foot power machinery, and 
will soon bring out some new styles of 
lathes and drills. 

Thunder Bay, Canada, wants rolling 
mills and blast furnaces. 

A company for the manufacture of cora- 
line—the only one in the United States, has 
been organized in Schenectady, N. Y., with 
a capital of $100,000. 

A corporation has been organized in St. 
Louis, to be called ‘* The St. Louis, New 
Orleans and Foreign Dispatch Company,” 
the purpose of which is to forward in bulk 
grain all kinds of produce and merchandise 
direct from St. Louis to Liverpool and other 
foreign ports. 

The Nashua (N. HH.) Lock Company pro- 
pose to enlarge their works and give special 
attention to orders for small brass and iron 
castings. 

A mill to cost with all its equipments 
$100,000, is soon to be erected at Stafford 
Hollow, Conn. 

A stock company is about to be organized 
in Myerstown, Pa., for the purpose of 
erecting works for the manufacture of agri- 
cultural implements. 

A company for the manufacture of car- 
riage and machinery steel is being organ 
ized in Columbia, Pa. 

The Westbrook Manufacturing Company 
of Westbrook, Me., will build anew mill the 
present season, on the upper dam, which 
will when running give employment to 250 
operatives. 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad are to 
build a new car and paint shop at Stevens 
Point. 

Ledyard, Wis., will soon include a cotton 
mill and a paper mill among its industries. 

’ 
The ‘‘ Cherokee Falls ’’ cotton factory is 

to be established in the old King Mountain, 
N. C., Iron Works. 

Houston and Sherman, Texas, want cot- 
ton mills. 

A meeting of leading iron men of Cleve- 
land and Youngstown, O., was held in the 
latter city on the 25th ult., looking to the 
organization of a company with a capital of 
$1,000,000 to build steel works in Youngs- 
town. Their movements are said to have 
been very sly. 
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Machinists’ and Engineers’ Supplies. 

New York, March 17, 1881. 
The market is active and some kinds of staple 

goods scarce. The tendency of prices is upward 
rather than downward. 

E. W. Bliss, successor to Bliss & Williams, Brook- 
lyn, N. Y., has issued a handsome catalogue for 1881 
conté ‘ining 135 pages, and illustrating a great variety 
of presses, dies and other machine ry for working 
sheet metals. Outline cuts representing the shapes 
of dies are a useful feature. 

P. C Holmes & Co., Gardiner, Me., have just is 
sued the eighth sup ple ment sheet of bevel gears for 
their gear book, also the second supplement of spur 
gears. 

Eleven establishments in Ohio have 
Ohio Grindstone Co. Cleveland, the 
duct of their quarries at Amherst, Elyria, Grafton, 
and Columbia for aterm of years. Several manu- 
facturers of solid box vises have united in a circular 
advancing prices. Some of the manufacturers of 
edge tools have also united in a circular withdraw- 
ing all previous quotations. 

sold to the 
entire pro- , or 

Std 

Iron and Metal Review. 

New York, March 17, 1881. 
Pig Iron is about as listless as ever. Brokers have 

very little to do. Quotations are unaltered as 
as follows: No. 1 $25 to $26; No, 2, $22 to $23; Gray 
Forge $20 to $21; Scotch Pig sells in small lots at 
$2450 for Coltness and $22 to $22.50 for Eglinton 
and $23 to $24 for Glengarnock. Steel rails are of- 
fered at $63 to $65 and iron rails $49 to $50 at mills 
Old T rails are not in active demand at $27.50 to 
$28 Wrought Scrap is quiet at $30 to $31 for No 1 
from yard. 
The Ingot Copper market is dull at 19%4c. for 

Lake. Stocks are light. Tin is hardening. We 
quote Straits, Australian and Common English, 20c. 
Straits in London, £88, 10s., and in Singapore, $27.50 
by cable. Lead is be savy at 4.8c. for common and 
be. to 5l¢e. for refined. 

WANTED
— 

Wanted—A 
about 7 horse power. 

gas engine 
this office. 

second-hand caloric or 
Address, *‘Caloric,”’ 

Wanted 
Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Wanted—Situation as Sup’t of a shop making tools 
_or special machines, by a well known machinist and 
draughtsman. Has had large experie nce as a de- 
signer and builderof such machines. References as 
to capacity and personal character, first class. Ad- 
dress, G., Box 6, AMERICAN MACHINIST Office. 

Wanted.— Experienced tool maker to work in tool 
room. Address, stating experience, wages wanted, 
&c., David W. Pond, Worcester, Mass. 

Wanted.—A mechanical draftsman with practical 
machine shop expe rience who is familiar with Sta- 
tionary Engine and Mining Machinery drawing. 
Address Webster, Camp & Lane Machine Co., 
Akron, O 

Wanted—An 
maker who is able 
machinery. Apply P. O. Box 354, Rochester, 

experienced machinist and tool- 
to design and construct light 

N. Z 

Wanted.—A young man, thorough draughtsman 
and constructor, who has had eight years practical 
experience as inventor and machine: designer, de- 
sires engagement. No objection to any part of the | 
country. Address, Andrews, care Am. MACHINIST, 

Experienced machinists and vise men: 

AMERIC AN 

THE DUPLEX 

feed water through a | 
heater. Manufac- |} 
tured and for sale by | 

JAMES JENKS, | 
Detroit, Mich. 

For Sale. 

One Schlenker’s Revolving Die Bolt 

Cutter and Nut Tapping Machine, 

COMPLETE. 

re by Howard Tron 
Bran new nine months 

Ma cutting attachments, $500. Cuts Bolts and 
pipes up to two inches. Has not seen two weeks 
continuous service and is as good as new. 

GIVE US A BID FOR IT. 
Address, 

J. H. THURSTON, or C. H. TEW, 
JAMESTOWN, N. Y. 

THE LARGEST 

MACHINERY DEPOT 
—rIN AMERICA ~— 
HEADQUARTERS "FOR 

MACHINISTS TOOLS. 

Works, Buffalo, 
ago and cost, with 

© 

STANDARD GooDSs AT BOTTOM PRICES 

H.B. SMITH MACHINE CO. 

y DHILA. PA .U.S.A. 

WANTED. 
Makers. 
Sons, 

ESTABLISHED: 349. 

Wages 
Corning, 

Three or four first-class Boiler 
$2.25 to $2.50. B. W. Payne & 
Steuben Co., N. Y. 

EXTRACTS FROM CHORDAL'S LETTERS, 
Cloth. 

Containing over 40 original humorous illustrations. 
12mo. 320 pages. $1.50, postpaid. 

range of mechanical topics treated in a 
lively, instructive and masterly manner. Will be 
appreciated by young and old alike, and especi 
ally by those interested in mechanical pursuits. 

American Machinist Publishing Co., 
96 Fulton St., New York. 

A wide 

Office, No. 78 C mgnbere t 
Street, N. 

The best re aaa st in the end. 
rollowing testimonials. Read them. 

NORTH RIVER [RON WORKS. 
To Wuom it May ‘ConcERN: 
We have used the Files made and re-cut by Messrs. WEINMANN & KEARNEY for the 

and we know of no better recommendation than the fact that we are still using them. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING 
Messrs. KEARNEY & Foot, New York, 

Dear Sirs ;—The Files you have 
to any heretofore used. 

We 
use. 

wrint on card board 10 x,12 in. 
These instructions with our * 

Full Weight Hand-Cut Files. | 
Send for quotations. 

been furnishing this 

‘**Tnstructions on the use 
u f Illustrated CataJogue of Files” 
lo customers we mail a complete set free of charge. 

2 
Sey 

Manufactory, 
PATERSON, N. J. 

The files speak for themselves in the 

New York, May Ist, 
past three 

1877. 
years 

FLETCHER, 
ARMS CO. 

New Haven, Conn., 
Company have proved equal. 
Yours truly, , ae 

of Files,” 

HARRISON & CO. 

Nov. Ist, 1878. 
if not superior 
KING, Sup’t. 

which are intended for chap 
we,mail on receipt of 27. cents postage 

KEARNEY & FOOT, 

BETTS MACHINE Co. 

MAKERS OF 

MACHINISTS’ TOOLS, 

STANDARD 

MEASURING MACHINES and ADJUSTABLE REAMERS. 
36 in. by 36 in. 

PLANING MACHINE. 

Table of any desired 

length, 

Weight, with 9 ft. 

9,700 lbs. 

Table, 

i 

WILMINGTON, 
DEL. 

CAUCES, 

Heavy 

Planers 

A 

Specialty 

Any size, 

from 2 

in. Square 

to 10 
« 

ft.Square 

) 
INJECTOR. | 
The best Boiler 

Feeder known. Not | 
liable to get out of | 
order. Will lift 
water 25 feet. Always | 
delivers water hot to | 
the boiler. Will start | 
when it is hot. Will | 

M sneieshatuenanemadidiatia ts 

4 BETWEEN CENTRES 
Fg HOLLow SPINOLE 

BARNES’ PATENT FOOT POWER MACHINERY. 
Complete outfits for actual Workshop business. 
Lathes, Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoners, ete. 
Machines on trial if desired. Mention this paper 
and send = Descriptive Catalogue and Price List. 

. F. & JOHN BARNES, Rockford, Tl. 

BOOKS 3o0ks for Engineers sent free 
® on application. 

REED’S ENGINEERS’ HANDBOOK to the Local 
Marine Board Examinations for Certificates of 
Competency. Eighth edition, $2.75. 
WORKSHOP RECEIPTS, A reliable Handbook 

for the use of Manufacturers, Mechanics and Scien- 

Descriptive Catalogue of Useful 

tific Amateurs. By Ernest Spon. $2.00. 
ALGEBRA Self-Taught. By Paget Higgs, M. A,, 

D. Se. $1.00. 
BOILERS AND BOILER MAKING.’ 

Treatise, illustrated by 1,163 engravings, and 50 
plates, giving the forms of the most important 
Boilers made, with a chapter on Combustion and the 
Causes of Boiler Explosions. By N. P. Burgh. 
CASTING AND FOUNDING. Including descrip- 

tions of the Modern Mac ainery employed in the 

A practical 

Art. By N. E. Spretson. 82 plates. $7.00. 
STEEL: its History, M: Brat ture, Properties and 

Uses. By J.S. Jeans. Thick 8vo, cloth. $14.50. 
ELECTRICITY ; 

tions. By John T. Sprague. $3.00. 
ORNAMENTAL PENMAN’S, Sign-Writer’s 

Draughtsman’s Pocket Book of Alphabets. 

Its Theory, Sources and Applica- 

and 
20 cents. 

The above sent Free by Mail on Receipt of Price. 

E & F N SPON PUBLISHERS OF 
s . 7 » SCIENTIFIC BOOKS. 

246 Broome St., New York. 

$30.00." 

—— 2, 1881 

L. COES’ 

IMPROVED 

PATENT SCREW 

Wrenches, 
Manufactured by 

L. COES & CO. 

Worcester, Mass. 

MAY=—4 

oe ©}. 
2 2Ee& 
1868. 

MN a REGD MAY 31.187" 

ENLARGED 

BAR UAW AND SHANK, 
FERRULE MADE WITH 
DOUBLE BEARINGS. 

Iron Tube Fitted to Shank, 
held rigidly in position 

by handle and nut. 

No Back Thrust. 

The HEAVIEST 

And STRONGEST 

Wrench in the Market. 

WAREHOUSE: 

7 Chambers & 81 Reade Sts, 

NEW YORK. 

DURRIE & McCARTY, 

Sole Agents. A 

We manufacture the 
the ‘‘ Captain.” 

Hoisting Engines & Elevators 
Safe, Durable and 
Reasonable in Price. 

Friction Clutch Pulleys and Cut-off Couplings. 

‘*Giant Friction Clutch Pulley,” known as 
Is the Best in the World for connecting the gear- 

ing of callender rolls, hoisting coal, logs or freight. 
connect any amount of power, at any speed, 

Our Clutch can 
without slacking the motive power in the 

least, and gives no shock, is easy to ship and unship, in fact, this is the only Clutch-that 
can do heavy work satisfactorily. D. FRISBIE & CO., New Haven, Conn. 

RUE 

i 

Little Giant Injector, 

For Stationary, Marine and other Boilers. 

SIMPLE, DURABLE & EFFECTIVE. 

Ejectors for Lifting and Forcing Fluids. 
Also, Valves of all descriptions. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

MFG. CO., 523 Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Adapted to all forms of 
work. Saves labor and 
breaking of Drills. Recog- 
nized by experienced ma- 

w/ chinists to be the most 
% ii practical tool for the pur- 
i Sees seul ote anaes 

STOVER MFG. CO., Freeport, Ills. 

J.STEVENS & CO. 
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. 

P. O. Box 1200, 

Spring Calipers, 

Dividers, 

Surface Cauges, 

Countersinks, 

ETC. 

THE 

_ Greenfield Vertical Engine. 
SOLD BY 

COOKE & o.. Poy 

Dealers in MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES, 
6 Cortlandt Street, New York, 

THE BEST IN THE 
MARKE?7. 

IS 

Send for our prices before 
ordering Engines, Boilers 
or other machine ry. 

AGENTS FOR 

ROOTS’ 
BLOW ERS, 

ATT SON’S 
KORG HS 

WATERS’ 
GOVERNORS 

§ KEYSTONE 
; INJECTORS, 

Hite. 

W 
> 

> 

1A BRADLEY’S 

7 CUSHIONED HAMMER 

STANDS TO-DAY 

WITHOUT 

AN EQUAL. 

It approaches nearer 
the action of the smith’s 
arm than any hammer 
in the world. 

Bradley & Company, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y¥ 

[Established 1832. ] 


